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1 POLICY SUMMARY
Integrated and adaptive water management requires dealing with uncertainties. These come in
different kinds: incomplete knowledge or knowing too little (lack of information, unreliability, lack of
theoretical understanding or ignorance), unpredictability or accepting not to know (inherently
unpredictable system behavior) and multiple knowledge frames or knowing too differently (different
and/or conflicting ways of understanding the system). Uncertainties can be of any of these three kinds,
and refer to aspects of the natural subsystem, the technical subsystem and/or the social subsystem
involved in water resources management. From dialogues held with stakeholders in 3 of the NeWater
cases, it appears that water managers recognize all of these uncertainties as important in carrying out
their job. These uncertainties are also framed in various ways, important parameters being: urgency of
the uncertainty, responsibility for the uncertainty, positioning towards the uncertainty and
trustworthiness of the information and actors involved. The multiple frames that appear in water
management situations can also evolve over time. Designing a participation process so as to foster a
multi-lateral process of frame negotiation (rather than frame selling or framing filling on the part of
the organizer) appears to enhance the chances for making progress. Dealing with the different kinds of
uncertainties can be improved by learning tools such as behavioral simulations, where participants
experience a condensed multi-stakeholder management process and are challenged to negotiate robust
agreements in face of incomplete knowledge, unpredictable developments and multiple perspectives
on the problem domain.
Specific recommendations include:
− When assessing uncertainties in water management situations, a more complete understanding can
be achieved by considering all kinds of uncertainty: incomplete knowledge, inherent
unpredictability and multiple knowledge frames. This requires consideration for how actors relate
to the issue and to each other.
− Introducing new strategies for dealing with uncertainties requires an understanding of how water
managers frame these uncertainties. This can be assessed by the method developed in Section 5.
− Before initiating an interactive decision-making process governmental organizations need to reflect
on their own stake and position in the problem domain. The roles of convener and interested party
need to be distinguished, within persons, between persons or with the help of an external
facilitator.
− The initiative of one stakeholder to frame more clearly its stake in the problem domain can
stimulate other to do so as well. This has the potential to differentiate the ongoing discussion and to
ensure that all the necessary elements for an integrative solution are available.
− Design choices in a stakeholder process will support different modes of interaction, ranging from
unilateral to multidirectional communication, and different framing processes. Frame selling
(convincing others of your own perspective) or frame filling (gathering information to fill in gaps
within your own perspective) are not sufficient for achieving collaboration. Frame negotiation as a
multidirectional learning and negotiation process is needed for collaboration and demands a less
structured format for conversation.
− Don’t take the representative position of the participants in a stakeholder process for granted.
Limited or abstract contributions by a participant may signal internal conflicts among the
constituency. Unless you find a way to bring these issues to the table in a formal setting, they will
continue influencing the process in obscure ways.
− Dealing with the different kinds of uncertainties can be improved by learning tools such as
behavioral simulations.
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2 OVERVIEW
This deliverable (D1.7.3a) reports on the research done by the Center for Organisational and
Personnel Psychology (COPP) and the Environmental Systems Research group (USF) on the
importance of uncertainty, ambiguity and framing in adaptive water management, as part of task
1.7.3 of the NeWater project.
This deliverable deals with three knowledge-related aspects of adaptive water management:
1. Knowing too little: water management when confronted with limited knowledge
2. Accepting not to know: water management when confronted with unpredictability
3. Knowing too differently: water management when confronted with multiple frames
This deliverable approaches these issues in several ways:
1. Through theoretically reconceptualising uncertainty
2. Through assessing these issues in water management practice in several case studies
3. Through an in-depth study of framing processes in an interactive water planning process
4. Through developing the design requirements of a behavioural simulation on these issues
This deliverable includes the following sections:

 Towards a relational concept of uncertainty: Incorporating the human dimension
The report starts with a paper that broadens our understanding of uncertainty, reconceptualises
uncertainty as a relational phenomenon and adds ambiguity, or the encounter of different but
valid frames of reference, as a new kind of uncertainty. This results in a new typology of
uncertainty (the Uncertainty Matrix, or UM). The implications for strategies to deal with
uncertainties of different kinds are pointed out.



Uncertainty dialogues and workshop on the role of uncertainties in water
management: connecting theory and practice
In the next section, we report on the process and results of organizing ‘uncertainty dialogues’
and an ‘uncertainty workshop’. The uncertainty dialogues, organized in three different NeWater
case studies (Rhine, Guadiana and Elbe), brought together scientists and water managers for a
discussion on the uncertainties water managers experience in their daily work, using the
Uncertainty Matrix. This resulted in the identification of uncertainty situations in the different
case studies. Representative uncertainty situations, covering the nine categories of the
Uncertainty Matrix, were summarized as vignettes and were used as a basis for reflecting on
action strategies in a workshop on uncertainty with NeWater researchers. The uncertainty
situations, vignettes and action strategies can be found in this report, together with the
conclusions drawn from the discussion.

 Assessing framing of uncertainties in water management practice
Introducing new strategies for dealing with uncertainties requires an understanding of how
water managers understand and portray these uncertainties. The paper in this section identifies
important parameters of how uncertainties get framed in water management practice, based on
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the data gathered in the uncertainty dialogues. The paper draws on the Uncertainty Matrix as a
tool for identifying how uncertainties get framed, but extends the analysis by identifying
additional parameters like urgency, responsibility, positioning and trustworthiness.

 The differentiation of issues and stakes: framing and reframing in an interactive water
area planning process
The paper in this section analyzes how changes appear in the way stakeholders frame and
reframe the issues and their stake in a water area planning process. From a discursive
perspective and focussing on what happens in the interaction between stakeholders, three
aspects of change were observed: the differentiation of issue framing and stake of the convener,
the internal differentiation of issue framing and stake of one interest party, and changes in the
mode of interaction.

 Design requirements for a behavioural simulation
In this section, design requirements are outlined for a multi-actor behavioural simulation of
adaptive management processes. This requires the simulation of a number of different
phenomena:
-

dealing with multiple actors having a stake in the management of the water resources

-

dealing with multiple perspectives or frames about the problem domain

-

dealing with unpredictable changes that affect the management process

-

taking decisions based on incomplete information

-

learning about the situation and about other actors as the management process evolves

The deliverable ends with general conclusions on the role of uncertainty, ambiguity and framing
in the transition to adaptive management.
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3 TOWARDS A RELATIONAL CONCEPT OF UNCERTAINTY:
INCORPORATING THE HUMAN DIMENSION

This part of D1.7.3a has been published as

Brugnach, M., Dewulf, A., Pahl-Wostl, C., & Taillieu, T. (2007). Towards a relational
concept of uncertainty: incorporating the human dimension. Paper presented at the
International Conference in Adaptive and Integrated Water Management, 12-15
November 2007, Basel.
The paper is reproduced as published on the following pages.
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Towards a relational concept of uncertainty:
Incorporating the human dimension

Brugnach, M.1; A. Dewulf 2; C. Pahl-Wostl 1 and T. Taillieu 3
1. Universität Osnabrück, Germany
2. Wageningen University, The Netherlands
3. Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
Contact author: Marcela Brugnach, mbrugnac@usf.uos.de

Abstract
In this paper, we extend the conceptualization of uncertainties in natural
resources management. Uncertainties come in different kinds, as it is
apparent from the multiple classifications and typologies of
uncertainties in the literature. Here, we re-contextualize uncertainty in a
broader way - its role, meaning and relationship with knowing and
acting persons - because it is from this relationship where problems and
solutions emerge. We argue that uncertainties have a relational aspect
that has to do with how decision makers relate, through their knowledge
and actions, to the human-technology-environmental systems to be
managed – an aspect that is not fully taken into account in the current
literature. Our aim in this paper is to include the human dimension more
fully in the conceptualization of uncertainties by (1) adding ambiguity
as an important kind of uncertainty, (2) re-conceptualizing uncertainty
as relational, and (3) indicating some implications of this reconceptualized overview for strategies for dealing with uncertainty in
water management.
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1 Introduction
During the last decades uncertainty has become a dominant subject in
the natural resources management literature (Pahl-Wostl, 2007;
Borchers, 2005). This led to a re-evaluation of the way in which natural
systems are managed and stimulated a search for different solutions
than only technical ones. Eliminating uncertainties by engineering a
system and controlling it is no longer considered as the only or best
option (Gleick, 2003). The increased awareness for system complexity
and uncertainties promoted the development and application of
approaches, such as adaptive management, which claim that in order to
deal with uncertainties it is necessary to create flexible solutions that are
able to adapt to unknown and changing conditions (Lee, 1999; PahlWostl, 2007).
Assessing and handling uncertainties is an increasingly important
issue in natural resources management, in several ways (Campolongo et
al. 2000). That predictions or measurements are to be interpreted as
plausible ranges of values rather than exact points has long been
acknowledged in the natural resources management field. An important
and more worrying insight originated in the field of complex systems
modeling, where it appeared that small variations in initial values or
boundary conditions for a model could drastically influence model
predictions (Haefner,1996). Due to complex dynamics, some systems
are even considered to be unpredictable over large time-spans, e.g. the
weather system (Cillier, 1998).
However, uncertainties are not only associated with complex natural
systems, and are not only relevant in the context of modeling, although
a large part of the uncertainty literature focuses on these aspects.
Uncertainties are also associated with the behavior of people,
organizations and social systems, as has long been recognized in the
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social sciences. Emery and Trist (1965), for example, describe
organizational fields where several organizations compete for resources
and deliberately create uncertainties for each other through the
strategies they devise. They identity “turbulent fields”, where stakes are
high and changes are quick and hard to predict. In general, reactions of
individual persons, future socio-economic developments or the
outcomes of political struggles are very hard to predict with any
accuracy.
While this work has learned us a lot about the limits of our
knowledge, we think it is important to add the multiplicity of our
knowledge to the uncertainty discussion. In natural resource
management, there are often large differences regarding how to
understand the nature of the problems, which often go together with
profound differences in experiences, disciplinary background,
expectations or values at the individual and collective level (Bradshaw
and Borchers, 2000). The work of Patt (2007) relates to this issue
insofar that he highlights the importance of differentiating model-based
uncertainty from uncertainty resulting from expert disagreement (in
global climate change assessment panels), which he calls conflict-based
uncertainty. In the last case, uncertainty has perhaps less to do with
incomplete knowledge but with multiple valid views of frames about
the nature of the problem. This kind of uncertainty we will refer to as
ambiguity or the simultaneous presence of multiple equally valid frames
of knowledge (Dewulf et al., 2005).
We focus on a knowing subject who is somehow affected by this
uncertainty, in understanding a problem and reacting to it; mediating the
translation of uncertainty into an action choice (e.g. in making a model,
in assessing a situation or in making a water management decision,
Pahl-Wostl, 2002). But there is more to it than an individual subjective
understanding. By including ambiguity, we recognize that the meaning
that is given to a situation does not uniquely depend on a single
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individual, but it is shaped by the social context in which the subject is
embedded, or the communities of practice in which he or she takes part
(Wenger, 1998). Subjects are not isolated, but are part of a society, so
any action choice is influencing and influenced by other subjects.
Different subjects may hold different views about the same system,
which not only influence the way in which problems are understood but
the type of actions derived. As suggested by several authors (PahlWostl, 2007; Duijn et al. 2003), being explicit about such diversity of
views is important because it allows analyzing multiple views on the
problem situation and discovering more innovative methods of actions
than the ones that are usually considered within a single view on the
problem.
In order to better incorporate the human experience and the
multiplicity of knowledge into the conceptualization of uncertainty, we
believe it is necessary to re-contextualize uncertainty in a broader way its role, meaning and relationship with knowing and acting people. In
this paper, we draw on work in the management and organizational
sciences on dealing with uncertainty, where a distinction between
uncertainty and ambiguity is made (Weick, 1995; Daft & Lengel, 1984),
to extend the conceptualization of uncertainties in natural resources
management. We argue that uncertainties have a relational aspect that
has to do with how decision makers relate, through their knowledge and
actions, to the human-technology-environmental systems to be managed
– an aspect that is not fully taken into account in the current literature.
Our aim in this paper is to include the human dimension more fully in
the conceptualization of uncertainties by (1) adding ambiguity as an
important kind of uncertainty, (2) re-conceptualizing uncertainty as
relational, and (3) indicating some implications of this reconceptualized overview for strategies for dealing with uncertainty in
water management.
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We will first outline the conceptual basis for a relational
understanding of uncertainty, and its implications for water
management. We will support these ideas by identifying important
dimensions of uncertainty which can be combined into a 9-cell typology
of uncertainties. Finally, we lay out the implications of our analysis for
identifying relevant strategies for dealing with different kinds of
uncertainties.
2 Uncertainty and the role and importance of problem
framing
Developed in various domains and disciplines, uncertainty has been
defined differently by different authors (see Walker et al. 2003 for a
review). For example, Funtowicz and Ravetz (1990) describe
uncertainty as a situation of inadequate information, of three kinds:
inexactness, unreliability and border with ignorance. With a focus in
modeling, for Zimmerman (2000) uncertainty is ‘the situation in which
a person does not dispose about information which quantitatively and
qualitatively is appropriate to describe, prescribe or predict
deterministically and numerically a system, its behavior or other
characteristic’. Similarly, Walker et al. (2003), defines uncertainty as
‘any departure from the unachievable ideal of complete determinism’.
On the other hand, Klauer and Brown (2004) and Refsgaard et al.
(2005) take a more subjective stance and consider uncertainty is ‘the
lack of confidence a person has about the specific outcome of an event
or action.’ Each of these definitions makes emphasis on different
aspects of uncertainty, reflecting different views on the topic and
implying different coping strategies. This is an important issue in
adaptive management since different disciplines need to be brought
together to find solution that are adequate from multiple perspectives.
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Amid the discrepancies/variety in definitions, one thing upon which
many authors agree is in the distinction between the ontological and
epistemic nature of uncertainty. This distinction is important because it
suggests different ways of addressing uncertainty (Walker et al
2003).Klauer and Brown (2004), Refgaards et al. (2005) and Walker et
al (2003) refer to epistemic uncertainty, as the imperfection of
knowledge about a system, and to variability uncertainty (ontological),
as the inherent variability or unpredictability of the system. Similarly,
van Asselt and Rotmans (2002) in their typology of sources of
uncertainty, make the difference between variability uncertainty and
limited knowledge. In this paper, we incorporate a third dimension in
the nature of uncertainty, and refer to ambiguity as the simultaneous
presence of multiple frames of reference about a certain phenomenon
(Dewulf et al. 2005).
The concept of multiple frames tries to capture the difference
between multiple but equally valid forms of knowledge, which results in
ambiguity (Dewulf et al., 2005). Weick (1995) defined ambiguity not a
as a lack of information, but as too many interpretation possibilities of a
situation. For example, a situation of water shortage can be seen as a
problem of ‘insufficient water supply’ for one actor, and one of
‘excessive water consumption’ for another one. Formulating a problem
in a different way will elicit distinct preferences and point towards other
solutions. In the first case technical solutions that help providing more
water can be favored (e.g. building a dam). A decision maker in this
situation will be concerned with knowing as best as possible, the
amount of water available. In this context, uncertainties associated with
this amount will be the most relevant. However, when the problem is
framed as an excessive water consumption issue, other solutions can be
favored, such as to change the way in which water is used and
consumed (e.g. change land use). Here, other uncertainties become
significant, such as those associated with how the society can react to a
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diversification of crops or activities. However addressing the
uncertainties within either or both of the problem frames will still not
resolve the uncertainty resulting from the simultaneous presence of the
two different but equally valid views or frames about on the water
situation.
Hence, the relevant dimension for ambiguity is not the one from
complete knowledge to complete ignorance, but something ranging
from unanimous clarity to total confusion caused by too many people
voicing different but still valid interpretations. Considering ambiguity as
a different nature of uncertainty (rather than just another source of
uncertainty) can also help to develop more useful strategies to deal with
it. Rather than ‘correcting’ different frames until they are more similar
(epistemic strategy) or accepting these frame differences as an
unchangeable fact (ontological strategy), strategies can be developed
that aim at negotiating a mutually acceptable view or at finding a
workable relation between the different views and actors.
Including the ambiguity that arises from the simultaneous presence of
multiple knowledge frames requires us to propose a new, broader
definition of uncertainty for natural resources management. We suggest
the following “uncertainty refers to the situation in which a decision
maker does not have a unique and complete understanding of the system
to be managed”.
3 Elements and conditions and for the occurrence of
uncertainty
Uncertainty is associated with the knowledge a decision maker has
about the system managed. It manifests when an actor becomes aware
that some kind of intervention or facilitation is needed in a system,
while the actor does not have a unique and complete understanding of
the system. For this to happen there must be an object of
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perception/knowledge (e.g. the river system) and one or more knowing
actors (e.g., decision maker) for whom that knowledge is relevant.
At some point in time, there is a change in how a knowledge situation
is perceived. This change can be triggered by one or more causes,
internal or external to the actors, and it should be persistent through
time so it can be detected. The actors have to make sense of the new
situation and to determine how to act. For example, a farmer can
become aware of how their practices modify the natural landscape by
the excessive consumption of water. She may want to change their
practices based on how much water is considered to be safe to spend.
However, there could be uncertainties about which is an appropriate
quota of water. So, the farmer must make a decision considering she
doesn’t exactly know how much water she disposes.
Treating uncertainty as a relation requires three elements:
1. An object of knowledge;
2. Knowing actors;
3. A knowledge relationship established among the actor and the
object
An actor establishes a relationship with the object that is unique in its
meaning. Besides, an actor is not isolated, but embedded in a context of
other actors to whom she interacts. These other actors relate with the
object in their own way, giving different meaning to the situation and
influencing each other. Making this explicit is important because
alternative relationships can change the meaning of the problem and its
solution.
3.1 Types of uncertain knowledge relationships
Based on the distinction of uncertainty done by its nature, we identified
three types of knowledge relationships: multiple knowledge frames,
incomplete knowledge and unpredictability. Each of these relations
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differs in the nature of the involved uncertainty (ontological, epistemic,
ambiguity) and thus, the kind of knowledge it represents.
3.1.1 Unpredictability
The systems to be managed are complex systems, whose behavior is
variable in space and time. These systems are constantly learning and
adapting to new conditions. They express a non-linear and sometime
chaotic behavior, and are very sensitive to initial or boundary
conditions. These characteristics make them impossible to be predicted.
With this kind of uncertainty, we accept the unpredictability of the
system as something that will not change in the foreseeable future.
3.1.2 Incomplete knowledge
This type of relationship refers to situations where we don’t know
enough about the system, or where our knowledge about it, is
incomplete. This can be due to a lack of information or data, to the
unreliability of the data that is available, to lack of theoretical
understanding, or to ignorance. Uncertainty that comes from incomplete
knowledge can, in some situations, be reduced when having the
necessary time and means.
3.1.3 Multiple knowledge frames (ambiguity)
Frames are what mediate the interpretation of reality, and as such they
serve to contextualize a situation. Framing is the process through which the
meaning of a situation is constructed (Gray, 2003). Here, we follow an
interactional approach to framing (Dewulf et al., 2004; Putnam and Holmer,
1991) which considers that frames are the results of ongoing interactions
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among different actors. Thus, by framing an issue a decision maker

defines a problem, highlighting certain aspects of it and ignoring others.
Interwoven the social interactions, there are factors, such as normative
assumptions, budget and access to information, cultural values and
beliefs, that also influence the framing process.
This relationship refers to different, and sometimes conflicting, views
about how to understand the system. Ways of understanding the system
can differ in where to put the boundaries of the system or what to put in
the focus of attention. Certain information can be associated with
entirely different meanings (e.g. about what the most urgent problems
are) or there can be contradictory evidence about what the implications
are.
3.2 Objects of knowledge
The objects of knowledge (sensu van Asselt & Rotmans, 2002)
considered are: the natural, the technical and the social system.
Although we assume that these systems are closely interlinked in a
complex natural-technical-social system, it is useful to distinguish to
which part of the system an uncertainty refers.
a. Natural system. This includes the natural system with its aspects of
climate impacts, water quantity, water quality, and ecosystem.
b. Technical system. This includes the technical elements that are
deployed to intervene in the natural system, like infrastructure,
technologies.
c. Social system. This includes the social system, with its economical,
legal, political, organizational and stakeholder aspects.
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Unpredictability
(unpredictable
system behavior)

- unreliable
information

Multiple
knowledge frames
- different and/or
conflicting ways of
understanding the
system

- lack of theoretical
understanding

- different values
and beliefs

Incomplete
knowledge
- lack of
information

- ignorance
Natural system
- climate impacts
- water quantity
- water quality
- ecosystem

Technical system
- infrastructure
- technologies

Unpredictable
behavior of the
natural system

Incomplete
knowledge about
the natural system

Multiple knowledge
frames about the
natural system

E.g. what will be
the highest water
level next year?

E.g. unreliable
measurements of
water levels

E.g. is the main
problem in this
basin the water
quantity or
ecosystem status?

Unpredictable
behavior of the
technical system.

Incomplete
knowledge about
the technical
system

Multiple knowledge
frames about the
technical system
E.g. should we raise
dikes or create flood
plains?

- innovations

E.g. what will be
the side effects of
technology X?

Social system
-organizational
context

Unpredictable
behavior of the
social system

Incomplete
knowledge about
the social system

Multiple knowledge
frames about the
social system

- stakeholders

E.g. how strong
will the reaction of
stakeholders be at
the next flood?

E.g. what are the
economical
impacts of a flood
for the different
stakeholders?

E.g. do we need to
impose insurance
against floods or
adapt the legal
regulations about
spatial planning?

-economical
aspects
- politic aspects
- legal aspects

E.g. to what water
level will this dike
resist?

Table 1. Uncertainty matrix
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If we combine both dimensions, the three uncertainty relationships can
be applied to the three subsystems of the water management regime.
Each combination leads to specific uncertainty questions (Table 1).
These columns are not independent, but serve to characterize our
understanding of the system to be managed.
4 Strategies to deal with uncertainty
The types of uncertainty define a knowledge relation between a knower
and a phenomenon. This knowledge relation implies a specific
understanding of the nature of the situation, and this understanding will
suggest certain strategies to deal with the uncertainty and avoid others.
Each knowledge relation suggests a range of relevant strategies to deal
with the uncertainty, but this range differs as we move between the
columns in the above Table. In this section we concretize this idea, by
identifying a range of relevant strategies for each type of uncertain
knowledge relationship (unpredictability, incomplete knowledge and
multiple frames).
4.1 Strategies for dealing with Unpredictability
The uncertain knowledge relationship we termed unpredictability
implies the acceptance that we are not able to make useful predictions
about a phenomenon. It also implies the acceptance that doing more
research will not change this situation in the near future.
What can we do when a phenomenon that is of importance to us
behaves in unpredictable ways? Ackof (1983) argued that control is the
first strategy that comes to mind. If we cannot predict a phenomenon,
we can still try to influence it by intervening in the system to create
favourable conditions. If we cannot predict the variations in the flow
rate of a river, we can still try to build a dam to artificially control the
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flow rate. Although control measures have proven to be useful in the
context of natural resources management, many scholars argue that we
have reached the limits of what can be achieved. The bigger the control
measures, the larger the sunk costs and the less flexible the system
becomes to deal with other new challenges.
If control is not an option, we somehow have to learn to live with the
unpredictability. Being able to respond quickly and effectively to
whatever we encounter is a possible strategy, which eliminates the need
for either prediction or control. To be able to respond quickly and
effectively on the long term requires continuous learning and
adaptation.
A range of strategies can be identified in situations where a
phenomenon that affects an activity we consider important cannot be
predicted or controlled (some of which overlap in meaning):
− Extending the range of situations to which we can respond
effectively called contingency planning (Ackof, 1983).
− Take mitigation measures to reduce the negative effects of
undesirable scenarios
− Take insurance
− Search for robust strategies, which produce desirable results under
the largest possible range of variation in the phenomenon of
interest.
− Opportunity catching: plan less and organize quickly when a
positive scenario unfolds.
− The precautionary principle – if we cannot be sure that the
outcome of our intervention will not cause severe harm, we do not
intervene
− Install short cycles of monitoring and adjustment
− Diversification: keep multiple options open simultaneously.
− Stop considering the affected activity as important
− Fatalism: wait and see and accept that things can go wrong.
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All these strategies could be subsumed under adaptation, in the sense
that the unpredictability of the system is accepted and no prediction is
attempted.
4.2 Strategies for dealing with Incomplete Knowledge
The Incomplete Knowledge relationship implies that, in principle,
uncertainty could be reduced or even eliminated by carrying on more
research, or collecting more or better data, in order to improve the
description and understanding of the objects of knowledge.
To this end, science and the scientific method, through an incremental
process of theory construction can gradually work towards increasing
understanding and reducing uncertainties about a problem. The implicit
idea behind this strategy is that objects of study are part of a reality for
which there is an explanation (or a theory) that properly describes it.
Thus, science seeks to come progressively closer to the truth by finding
the single, best explanation possible: one that becomes gradually freer
of uncertainties. (Mathematical) models can be used to derive testable
hypotheses from theoretical assumptions that allow confirmation or
refutation of hypotheses. Such procedures are a fundamental part of the
scientific method that is assumed to guarantee the objectivity and
general validity of the insights thus derived. Statistical sciences and pro
In this context, strategies that allow evaluating and quantifying the
effects of uncertainty in models, such as sensitivity, uncertainty and
scenario analyses, become important. Sensitivity analysis is a general
approach to understand model behaviour, by studying the relationship
between information flowing in and out of the model (Haefner, 1996;
Beck, 2002; Saltelli 2000). The analysis aims at measuring the
sensitivity of an output to variations in input factors, like parameters or
input data. Uncertainty analysis constitutes another commonly used
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approach of uncertainty evaluation. It measures the uncertainty of
models’ results. This class of analysis is concerned with estimating the
overall uncertainty of model output given the uncertainty associated
with parameters or input data (Saltelli 2000). For example, Monte Carlo
is a widely used method of uncertainty analysis that is based on a
sampling of the entire input factor space (e.g., parameters, input data)
and determines how uncertainty propagates through the model and
affects model output. Applications of uncertainty and sensitivity
analysis are not only restricted to investigate parameter and input data
uncertainty, recent developments have expanded to investigate how
uncertainty due to lack of complete understanding in the scientific
concepts that are embedded into the model affects a model’s internal
structure and its emergent behaviour (Brugnach 2005). Scenario
analysis is another approach to understand the effects of uncertainty. It
aims at simulating different possible scenarios, each of which embeds
different assumptions about the future.
Relevant strategies can be summarized as follow:
− range estimation (confidence intervals)
− uncertainty propagation in models
− more data gathering and research to complete lacking knowledge
− scientific method to improve factual knowledge base
− use expert opinions
All these strategies could be subsumed under research, or attempts to
fill in knowledge gaps.
4.3 Strategies for dealing with Multiple Knowledge Frames
Multiple or conflicting views about how to understand the system often
represent different kinds of knowledge that are difficult to reconcile or
integrate. The incompatibility in frames may result from different
scientific backgrounds, from differences between context-specific
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experiential knowledge and general expert knowledge, from different
societal positions of ideological backgrounds, and so forth.
In relational terms, actor A has a certain knowledge relation to
phenomenon X, and actor B has a different knowledge relation to the
same phenomenon X. In these kind of situations, relevant strategies
address the relation between A and B and have something to do with
dealing with differences.
We draw on a Table (Table 2) from Bouwen, Dewulf & Craps (2006)
to give an overview of relevant strategies to deal with multiple
knowledge frames.

Action
Principle

Accept. of

Process

Possible

Context

Interdependence

Characteristics

Outcomes

Contingencies

Persuasion

Moderate

Exposure to
persuasion

Adoption
or imitation

Unequal
involvement
or
competence

Dialogical
Learning

Mutual

High

Learning

Mutual
understandi
ng and
synergy

Shared
involvement

Approach

Joint
discovery
and
exchange

Negotiation

High/
moderate

Negotiation
tactical
phases

Fair deal,

Approach

Tit for that,
deal
making

Calculative
involvement

Opposition
al Modes of

cold or hot
conflict

Low or
negation

Keeping
distance or
escalation

Freeze or
dominance

Persuasive
Communic
ation
Approach

Action

Interactive

settlement

Mutual
negation or
fight

Table 2. Strategies to deal with multiple frames
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The first strategy can be called the persuasive communication
approach. This consists of trying to convince others of your own frame
of reference, not by imposing it but by presenting it as attractive and
worthwhile. This strategy is successful if others can be convinced to
adopt your own frame of reference.
The second strategy is the dialogical learning approach, where the
aim is to understand each other's frames better through open dialogue
and encourage learning on all sides. The literature on participation,
organizational learning and consensual group decision making
documents extensively this approach (Argyris and Schön, 1978;
Wenger, 1998). The emphasis is on the interactive nature and reciprocal
quality of the communication. Actors engage with each other as equally
valuable partners and inclusion of all actors is the overall goal.
The negotiation approach aims at reaching a mutually beneficial and
integrative agreement which makes sense from multiple perspectives or
frames. Theories of conflict in organizations deal extensively with these
negotiation strategies. Actors engage in a mutual calculative
information sharing and positioning strategy. They develop alternative
packages for giving and taking to come to a balanced sharing of
positives and negatives. The negotiation can have a dominantly
‘integrating’ quality when both actors develop in common some
synergetic win-win outcomes. The negotiation can rather be
‘distributive’ when the actors take a win-loose position and they
distribute equally profits and gains in an antagonistic way.
The fourth strategy is the oppositional mode. When parties have a
history of rivalry for resources or they don’t have any history of
collaboration, taking or holding distance is likely. In conflict theory the
distinction is made between cold and hot conflict. Cold conflict means
that there is no recognition of mutual interdependence and distancing
from each other is a dominant mode of operating. Hot conflict refers to
heated opposition as a result of an adversarial experience of the mutual
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interdependency. Parties try by force a strategy to change the power
difference in the relationship. When it comes to some form of
collaboration, parties will move their strategy in the direction of a
negotiation approach.
4.4 Reconsidering the uncertainty relation as a strategy
On a higher level of abstraction, a strategy can also consist of changing
the nature of the uncertain knowledge relation itself, and thus
approaching the situation with qualitatively different strategies.
- From Incomplete Knowledge to Unpredictability: instead of
trying to research more and more, and trying to make more and
more models, let’s accept that we will not know
- From Incomplete Knowledge to Multiple Knowledge Frames:
instead of going on to search for the final right answer, let’s
accept that we look at the situation from very different
perspectives
- From Unpredictability to Multiple Knowledge Frames: rather
than accepting that we will never know the final answer, let’s
accept that we look at the situation from multiple perspectives
which each give a partial answer
- From Unpredictability to Incomplete knowledge: rather than
accepting that we will never know the final answer, let’s try and
make a new model based on the latest insights
- From Multiple Knowledge Frames to Incomplete Knowledge:
rather than keep on focusing on our different frames, let’s see if
new insights can alter the nature of our discussion
- From Multiple Knowledge Frames to Unpredictability: rather
than keep on focusing on our different frames, let’s stop
discussing and accept that we cannot say anything about it.
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5 Conclusions
We propose to focus on the relational properties of uncertainty. In so
doing, human actors, with their view and expectations, become part of
the problem. Hence, the notion of uncertainty shifts from being an
objective property of a system, to include in its definition the human
experience. We consider uncertainty has no meaning in itself but
through the relationship a decision maker establishes with the
environment and other actors to make sense of a situation. Under this
view, it is not possible for an actor to have a complete, objective and
unique understanding of a system based on factual knowledge. The
understanding is inseparable from the social context in which the actor
is embedded, giving sense and meaning to the representation of the
world (Pahl-Wostl, 2007).
We have identified three kinds of knowledge relationships: multiple
knowledge frames (ambiguity), unpredictability and lack of knowledge,
which are associated with the natural, technical or social systems.
While unpredictability and lack of knowledge has been the focus of
most of the discussion on uncertainty literature, here we incorporate
multiple knowledge frames as a third dimension. This relationship, that
can also be called ambiguity, and results from the presence of multiple
ways of understanding or interpreting the system, which can originate
from differences in professional backgrounds, scientific disciplines,
value systems, societal positions and so forth. By framing an issue, it is
determined the aspects of the problem that are important, the kind of
knowledge that is considered, the assumptions actors hold, the views
that prevail, all of which are crucial elements to determine intervention
strategies. Further work will require investigating how to better capture
the framing of uncertainties in environmental problems.
From a strategic point of view, focusing on the properties that define
the uncertainty relation opens new possibilities of intervention. Dealing
with uncertainty is not constraint to improve the factual knowledge base
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but also to change the way in which we relate with the natural systems.
Thus, handling uncertainties shifts from elimination towards exploring
other options by reconsidering our relation to the water management
situation and the other involved actors. By reframing a problem,
different relations can emerge. This can be achieved through reflections,
dialogues and negotiation. In other words, to cope with uncertainty we
do not necessarily need to do more research, but learn how to change.
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4 UNCERTAINTY DIALOGUES AND WORKSHOP ON THE
ROLE OF UNCERTAINTIES IN WATER MANAGEMENT:
CONNECTING THEORY AND PRACTICE
by Greet François, Nicola Isendahl, Marcela Brugnach, Sabine Moellenkamp and Art Dewulf

4.1 Introduction
Uncertainty is frequently discussed in the natural resources management literature and it
constitutes a core concept in theories of adaptive management. Uncertainties are sometimes
regarded as something negative that ought to be eliminated. The underlying rationale is that
with sufficient research efforts and enough time, this end could be achieved. However, the
complexity, and sometimes urgency, of current environmental problems has proved scientists
and decision makers otherwise.
The applicability of the concept in the practice of water management is still very problematic
and difficult to achieve. The concept of uncertainty has been developed in various domains and
disciplines. Each field has highlighted the importance of different aspects of uncertainty, and
has provided ways of addressing it. While these different views have offered the benefit and
richness of pluralistic representations, they also have brought with them a source of ambiguity
in the understanding of uncertainty as a unique and distinctive concept. Thus, uncertainty has
been conceptualized differently in different fields, varying its meaning, the perception of its
importance and the actions triggered.
This is a central issue in integrated and adaptive water management, where different disciplines
need to be brought together to find a solution that is adequate from multiple perspectives. This,
not only requires coping with various sources and types of uncertainty, but also with the
ambiguity raised by the various ways in which uncertainty is interpreted and handled.
The project NeWater provides us with a unique opportunity to bring together different
approaches of uncertainty and to exchange them with water managers, policy makers and other
stakeholders. To do this in a way that would be useful for the study cases, we took the following
steps:
1) Scientist-stakeholder dialogues in different NeWater cases
In these short dialogue sessions, that were held among few scientists and a small group of
stakeholders, we aimed at identifying if, and how, stakeholders are confronted with
uncertainties in their practice of water management. Specifically, our goals were to determine
what these uncertainties are, how stakeholders respond to them and what type of solutions they
look for. These dialogues were carried on during the month of May. Stakeholders from the
Guadiana, Elbe, Wupper and Kromme Rijn were involved in them.
2) NeWater Uncertainty workshop
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This workshop was jointly organized by COPP and USF and held among NeWater researchers.
It builded upon the information about the uncertainties gathered during the stakeholders’
dialogues. The aims of the workshop were to use the available theories and tools to design
strategies for dealing with the uncertainty problems that stakeholders face, and to agree on an
approach that brings the theoretical developments and expertise to the practical level of study
cases.

4.1.1 The uncertainty dialogues
The “Uncertainty Dialogues” were carried out in several case studies of the project NeWater, in
early summer 2006. In those uncertainty dialogues representatives mostly of the water
departments of public administration in the river basins of the Wupper (D), Kromme Rijn (NL),
Guadiana (E), and Elbe (D/CZ) were asked what uncertainties they encountered in their
professional work life and how they confronted them. Participants were not asked to make
formal statements for their organization but to bring in their personal view based on their
professional experience.
Where

Kromme Rijn, HDSR,
Houten

Who
Scientists

Participants

Art Dewulf,
Greet François

Marjan Holtman (HDSR,
afdeling Water & Ruimte,
sector Strategie & Plannen),

Documentation

Languague

Notes, recording,
transcript

Dutch

Notes, recording,
transcript

German

Hay Timmermans (gemeente
Wijk-bij-Duurstede,
beleidsmedewerker Groen),
Marieke Creemer (gemeente
Houten, afdeling Ruimtelijk
beleid)
Wupper, Wuppertal,
Wupperverband

Sabine
Möllenkamp,
Greet François,
Nicola Isendahl

Mr. Wille, WV (Vorstand)
Mrs. Liebeskind, WV
(Koordination und
Partizipation, TÖB)
Mrs. Ebers, WV
(Öffentlichkeitsarbeit)
Mrs. Necker, formerly StUA
(now Bezirksregierung)
Düsseldorf (WRRLUmsetzung)
Mr. Kaminski, Stadt Wuppertal

Guadiana, Ciudad
Real, CHG

Marcela
Brugnach,
Nicola Isendahl

José Angel Cabellos, José
Ramón Aragón (CHG)

Notes, recording,
transcript

Spanish

Elbe Magdeburg,
Magdeburg,
Landesministerium

Marcela
Brugnach,
Nicola Isendahl

Mr. Liebau

Notes

English/German

Elbe Usti, Usti, Hotel
bar

Marcela
Brugnach,
Nicola Isendahl

Mr. Baleij (IKSE, group of
accidental water pollution)

Notes, recording,
partly transcribed

English
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Elbe Prague, Prague,
Meteorological
Institute

Marcela
Brugnach,
Nicola Isendahl

Mr. Hladny (Meteorological
Institute)

Notes, recording

English

The dialogues were organized in groups. Only in the Elbe river basin decision makers were
interviewed on an individual basis. All participants were selected after recommendation from
the case study leaders. Where possible the dialogues were held in the stakeholders’ mother
tongue, or else in English.
Researchers noticed that few water management practitioners use the concept of uncertainty and
that they usually do not experience uncertainty as an urgent problem. Therefore we wanted to
explore the meaning of this concept in practice, whether it shows up and how, when it becomes
a problem for practitioners and how it is dealt with. By doing so we wanted to connect the
theoretical concept of uncertainty to the water management practice.
Prior to the dialogue sessions the participants received a clear and comprehensive description of
the different types of uncertainty distinguished by scientists. In this preparatory document (see
annex 1) a matrix was presented that enables to categorize different situations according to type
and source of uncertainty experienced (Brugnach et al. 2007 in this report). In the different
dialogue sessions a common design was applied (see annex). To understand the meaning
participants gave to uncertainty they were asked to illustrate their perception of uncertainty with
very concrete examples and to picture the situations in these examples as complete as possible.
The scientists in the sessions acted as facilitator and notulist. Also audio recordings of the
conversations were made. After each session facilitator and notulist identified the most striking
illustrations of uncertainty given. The corresponding sequences in the conversations were
transformed into ‘short stories’ or vignettes, all in English and max. a half page long. They
described the experience of a particular stakeholder in a particular situation in a precise way,
including actions and persons involved. The more visual (tangible) the ‘short stories’ were, the
more comprehensible the stakeholders’ perceptions became for the scientists.

4.1.2 The uncertainty workshop
As a tool to identify uncertainty situations a matrix has been used combining 3 types and 3
sources of uncertainty (Brugnach et al. 2007, this report) From the different dialogue sessions 9
vignettes were selected. They had been allocated to the different boxes of the matrix by the
stakeholders and were presented as such to the workshop participants. At first only the
description of the uncertainty situations was presented, omitting details about how the decision
makers were coping with them. The participants, all scientists themselves (annex 3), were asked
to elucidate in two break-out groups possible ways to deal with these uncertainty situations in
the case studies. After the presentation in plenary of the discussion results the participants were
also given the information on how the stakeholders dealt with the situations themselves. The
solutions presented by scientists were compared to those that were carried on by the
stakeholders in real life in order to identify major gaps and strategic differences. Implications
for research on uncertainty in water management and for the work in the case studies were
discussed. An overview of the workshop activities is given in the programme (annex 4).
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4.2 Results
4.2.1 Uncertainty situations in the dialogues
The allocation of uncertainty situations to the matrix shows different weights and foci of
attention in the different case studies.
Importantly, all cells have examples (not from each case however). The broadened view on
uncertainty represented in the matrix makes sense (especially regarding the „social aspects“ row
and the „multiple frames“ column which is the main different to hitherto uncertainty
classifications in literature).
Uncertainty matrix with all examples of all case studies, split into the three columns concerning
the types of knowledge relationships1.

Type of knowledge

Unpredictability

relationship
(due to variability and complexity of the system)

Area
Natural system

1

- climate impacts

KR-1) Recreational lake II (behaviour of water in the river)

- water quantity

KR-9) Climate change (not evident where to place)

- water quality
- ecosystem
- ...

KR-11) Behaviour of water in the system (also as reaction on different factors)
G-3) U about water consumption due to natural variability
(G-8) Climate change (not taken into consideration by CHG until now): e.g., occurrence of
droughts)
G-11) Occurrence (place, time, amount) of precipitation
E-P-3) predictability = difficult
* E-U: Accidental water pollution (how -> complex organic substances)
W-2) Modelling

Technical system

4

- infrastructure

KR-7 +14) Breaking of dikes II (inherent uncertainty margin in the system)

- technologies

KR-13) Side-effects of technology

- innovations

1

Numbers of the uncertainty situations according to their occurrence in the discussion/ transcript

G = Guadiana, E-U = Elbe Usti, E-P = Elbe Prague, E-M = Elbe Magdeburg, W = Wupper, KR = Kromme Rijn
Examples with * = particularly important for participants of discussion, examples in ( ) = not so important (either not
detailed very much on, or not mentioned spontaneously but only through asking by interviewers, or direct comment
that not very important in the respective area or at that moment)
Colours represent the “weight” of the cells: The darker the more salient in terms of number of entries, importance to
the cells assigned by participants, time and intension an U situation was discussed etc.
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KR-16) How to deal with individual reactions (e.g. to planned measures?)

- ...

* E-U: Accidental water pollution (when & where)
Social system

7

- organizational context

G-3) U about water consumption due to variability in social system

- stakeholders

G-12) Variability/ dynamics of the political system/ societal changes

- economical aspects
- political aspects
- legal aspects

G-13) Impacts of the CAP
W-11) Economic development
W-17) Societal behaviour/ pressure (ex. ‘school class drowning’)

- ...

W-7) (T) Risk of solo attempts of individuals
W-20) (T) Risk of (non-) withstanding/resistance of common/communal decisions against
individual arbitrariness from higher level
KR-2) Lack of certainty of planning
KR-4) Resistance of plans against negative economic development

Type of knowledge

Incomplete knowledge

relationship
- lack of information
- unreliable information
- lack of theoretical understanding
Area

- ignorance

Natural system

2

- climate impacts

G-9) Drought indicators reliable over time (in series of data)? (=future issue)

- water quantity

G-14) Value of nature? If and how to measure

- water quality
- ecosystem
- ...

E-P-3) Accuracy of prediction
W-2) Modelling
KR-12) Water metering (level and quality)
* E-U: Who is the pollutant and polluter (source, cause, pollutant behaviour,…)?
5

Technical system

KR-1) Recreational lake I (resistance of dikes against the digged lake; uncertainty of models)

- infrastructure

KR-5) Consequence of measures (“maatregels” (e.g. WADI-system Houten -> wet backyards due to
calculation error)

- technologies
- innovations
- ...

KR-7 + 14) Breaking of dikes I
KR- 17) Economic consequences of the WFD
* E-P-1) Monitoring/measurement (technique)
* E-P-2) Modelling complex systems
E-P-5) Determination/ identification of quantit. of precipitation, surface flow regimes etc.
(relation to 1))
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G-2) Lack of info about the level of extraction of gw (legal & illegal). Data problem (lack &
accuracy)
*W-3) Methods not available for the determination of water quality according to the WFD
*W-12) Methods/ Approaches for the implementation of the WFD
W-15) Kind & extent of public participation in decision making processes
E-U: How to detect, monitor and control the pollutant in the water?
8
Social system

W-1) Acceptance of WFD in society

-

W-4) Wording’ of the WFD (vague)

organizational
context

- stakeholders
- economical aspects

W-13) Communication/ translation of goals
W-21) Communication of remaining risks (“Restrisiken”) towards the public/society

- political aspects

W-10) (T) Future impacts of today’s decisions

- legal aspects

E-M: How to manage SH and get their acceptance (“Betroffene zu Beteiligten machen”)?

- ...

E-M: Vagueness of WFD
E-M: How to merge contradicting approaches (e.g. WFD & Nitrate Directive)?
G-4) How to implement existing laws? U about reaction of farmers in control of wells
G-15) How to implement the WFD? (=future issue)
KR-5) Consequence of measures (“maatregels” (e.g. WADI-system Houten -> wet backyards.
Uncertainty only recognized when already impact)
KR-10) Consequence of measures (e.g. societal CBA)

Type of knowledge

Multiple knowledge frames

relationship
- different and/or conflicting ways of understanding the system
- different values and beliefs

Area
Natural system

3

- climate impacts

G-10) Determination of zonification, drought warning system (=future issue)

- water quantity

G-14) Value of nature? If and how to measure

- water quality
- ecosystem

W-5) Climate change
KR-15) Heighten dikes or create flooding areas?

- ...

E-U: Which pollutants to focus on and what constitutes a safe measure?
Technical system

6

- infrastructure

(E-P- 4) Budget for new expensive techniques)

- technologies

W-14) ‘Wastewater treatment plants’ different technologies (-> finances, objectives, …)

- innovations
- ...

KR-6) Sand-mine (economic, ecologic)

Social system

9

-

* W-1) Acceptance of WFD in society

organizational
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context
- stakeholders
- economical aspects
- political aspects
- legal aspects
- ...

* W-6) Political system – who gets his ideas through?
* W-8) Priorities/ approaches (ex. ‘migrating fish’)
* W-9) Dominance (“Überordnung“) of the WFD over traditional water management („klassische
Siedlungswasserwirtschaft”)
* W-12) Societal priorities
* W-15) Administrative levels
W-18) (T) Task of state versus of individuals (ex. flooding)
G-1) Political uncertainties, conflictive views at DM level about the use of water
G-4) How to implement existing laws? Conflictive views -> between decision makers and SH (ex.
control of illegal wells)
G-5) Definition of (il)legal (diff. admin + farmers)
G-6) What are the irrigation improvement measures for?
G-7) Interpretation of WFD (e.g. participation §)
G-15) How to implement the WFD? (=future issue)
(E-P- 6) Differences in international cooperation about which way to take/ which models to use
KR-3) Differing viewpoints of a) planners and implementers and b) different actors
KR-8) differing viewpoints and interests towards water

4.2.2 Case study vignettes and intervention strategies
Types of uncertainty and
vignettes (short stories from
case studies)

Variability
(unpredictable system
behavior)

Incomplete knowledge
- lack of information
- unreliable information
- lack of theoretical
understanding
- ignorance

Multiple knowledge frames
- different and/or conflicting
ways of understanding the
system
- different values and beliefs

Natural system
- climate impacts
- water quantity
- water quality
- ecosystem
- ...

Unpredictable behavior
of the natural system

Incomplete knowledge
about the natural system

Multiple knowledge frames
about the natural system

V1. Accidental water
pollution

V2. Lack of information
about extraction of
groundwater

V3. Multiple hydrological
models

Technical system
- infrastructure
- technologies
- innovations
- ...

Unpredictable behavior
of the technical system.

Incomplete knowledge
about the technical system

Multiple knowledge frames
about the technical system

V4. Side effects of
technology

V5. Recreational lake

V6. Technical methods for
WFD implementation

Social system
- organizational context
- stakeholders
- economical aspects
- politic aspects
- legal aspects

Unpredictable behavior
of the social system

Incomplete knowledge
about the social system

Multiple knowledge frames
about the social system

V7. Uncertainty in the
political area

V8. Calculating societal
value

V9. Stakeholder
participation
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- ...

4.2.2.1 Vignette nr. 1. Accidental water pollution
Case study: Elbe
Stakeholder: international commission for the protection of the Elbe
Type of uncertainty: unpredictable behavior of the natural system (box 1)
Description of uncertainty situation
It is difficult to predict the occurrence, behavior and effects of natural disaster like floods. In
the last years, a “new” concern was identified in the management of flooding besides the
height of the flood waves and the related impacts, namely the impacts related to the water
quality. In this, a big issue is toxic substances that are either related to industrial plants in the
river basin which may break in times of flooding or to toxic substances that are somewhere
deposited in the soil and may be washed out through flooding. This involves a lot of
uncertainties: Which places will be flooded and when (or how fast)? Which are possible
locations of polluted soil and how easily are the toxics washed out? Once, washed out (or
accidentally released from a plant), how do the toxics behave in the water and which impact
do they have on which (parts of) the eco-systems?

Scientist strategies : group 1

Scientist strategies : group 2

- Make a model of to predict
floods
- Early warning system for the
pollutants
- Try to influence legal
regulations about use of
pollutants and solidity of
plants
- Prohibit pollutants

- Collecting more knowledge:
- Identify risk areas (mapping potentially flooded areas)
- Identify industrial plants with toxics and former industrial
areas
- Behaviour of toxics in principle exists: lack of knowledge
from interviewee ?
- Emergency plan for case of accident
- Studies on soil to identify pollution (expensive!)
- Remove endangered objects (toxic deposit, plants) =
question of priorities and money
- Accept possibility of flooding
- Scientific comparison of model studies (about toxic
behaviour)
- Participation of stakeholders (committee of specialists or
broader public ?)
- Open and transparent process (risk of perception of
burden or threat)

Stakeholder strategy
“For example, you can monitor, you can measure, but when you have to face pollution such
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as with complex organic cyanides you are always confronted with an individual case again.“

4.2.2.2 Vignette nr. 2. Lack of information about extraction of ground water
Case study: Guadiana
Stakeholder: public hydrology confederation
Type of uncertainty: lack of information about extraction of ground water (box 2)
Description of uncertainty situation
One of the uncertainties Manuel identified was the lack of information, or lack of data, about
the level of extractions that presently exist in the aquifer. He said that this constitutes a
problem constraint by technical limitations (i.e. errors), that is aggravated by political
reasons. He says that there is no real data about how much water is taken from the aquifer.
Even though there exist indirect measures, there are no data that are directly measured (i.e.
measures taken in the boreholes). Thus, there is no continuity in the measures done at the
legal boreholes. One of the reasons for this is that the river basin area where Manuel works
comprises a very extensive area, approx. 200.000 ha, and there are not enough people to
control it. Besides, this situation is worse even for the politician since he sees himself forced
to avoid data collection due to a lot of socio-economical pressures that exist surrounding the
water problem. Additionally, there are also illegal boreholes from which water is extracted,
which are not measured at all.

Scientist strategies : group 1

Scientist strategies : group 2

- Model based on observation and variations
of extractions
- Monitor level of the aquifer (and compare
to model)
- Change to sustainable crops with respect to
water demand
- Collective management of the aquifer by
users (collective responsibility and social
control)
- Indirect measures in place, e.g. satellite
images

- Assessment based on land and crop use,
precipitation, irrigation methods, etc. (rough
image)
- Capacity building/raising awareness via
farmers associations, with future scenarios
- Balance model for groundwater extraction
via measuring/monitoring of aquifer levels
- Are we asking the right question : rather
'why should we stop groundwater
extraction?' and not 'amount of groundwater
extraction?'

Stakeholder strategy
For Manuel solving this problem means to reduce the uncertainties as much as possible. He
considers that this problem could be partially solved if the political barriers are overcome.
One solution he suggested was the strict control from the administration to the legal
boreholes. From 1995 on, there is a plan to install measurement instruments in the aquifers
23 and 24, but this has not been implemented yet. This also depends on the political
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willingness to provide the actual instruments. So, from the point of view of the legal
boreholes, there is no direct control of how much water is consumed.
There are also indirect systems of measurements, such as satellite identification. Manuel
stated that even though this system could constitute a major help, it also presented technical
uncertainties. On one hand, the accuracy of the method pretty much depends on the crop
present, since each crop has different water consumptions. In the case of grapes, for
example, it is with irrigated grapes that using satellite technology provides better results. On
the other hand, the results varied extensively, as a function of temperature of the year, of the
efficiency of the farmer using water and the investment of the farmer in irrigation
technologies. To conclude, Manuel emphasized that with satellite derived information there
were uncertainties in both the data and the retrieval methods and that they were necessary to
confront them because the direct measures were difficult to implement. He also mentioned
that during many years the indirect measures had not been carried on either.
In the case of illegal boreholes, Manuel says the problem is different. He thinks these illegal
farmers should not exist. For him this is not a matter of improving measurements but of
applying the laws so illegal farmers do not exist. However, this may have a tremendous
socio-economical impact with severe consequences. He emphasize that the solution is not to
allow “burglars” to steal water by, for example, making them legal. He also thinks this
problem is aggravated by the fact that water is a public good and not private, so people are
not so concerned as if it were private.

4.2.2.3 Vignette nr. 3. Multiple hydrological models
Case study: Elbe
Stakeholder: public institute in hydrometeorology
Type of uncertainty: hydrological modeling (box 3)
Description of uncertainty situation
The interviewee, Hugo, belongs to a hydro-meteorological institute that is in charge of
informing the Environmental Ministry about the state of the river (water quality and
quantity) as well as of warning of flooding. To that end, they continuously monitor the river
at different gauges (for quantity and quality of water) and use models to predict the
probability of floods. In this interview, the uncertainties mentioned were those related with
the activities of monitoring and forecasting the water cycle.
Hugo defined hydrology as the science of the water cycle. He used this definition to derive
two key issues in hydrology, in which uncertainty was present. In this story, we focus on
hydrological uncertainty as related with computational and modelling procedures. This
uncertainty relates to the representation of hydrological processes. It is very difficult to
represent accurately the hydrological processes and their progress through time, so it is
necessary to use some schematization and modelling. There are many different methods,
each of them offering different accuracy. The selection of the most appropriate depends on
different aspects. The most important factor among them depends on the hydrological
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variability of cells. A special group of hydrological uncertainty is to be able to mimic past
events but also to forecast future possible events.
Currently there are five different models used for flood prediction. These models are
developed by different research institutions specialized in the topic. Thus each model
imprints a unique view of hydrological processes and theories. Despite the fact that model
diversity translates into diversity of predictions, modelling constitutes the only tool that is
currently available to predict flood occurrence.
Scientist strategies : group 1

Scientist strategies : group 2

- Bring the modellers together (if they
represent the same level, and if feasible for
economic reasons) to talk about
discrepancies and come with good solutions
- Use all 5 models – compare their results
and use their discrepancies as a measure of
uncertainty
- Forget about models and accept to live and
cope with floods

- ! Hydrological models are not adequate for
flood risk prediction => climate scenarios
are, but these are extremely vague
- Give up belief in predictability of future
events and extreme flood events
- Example to box 1+2 => “this is incomplete
knowledge”

- Panel of experts trying to assess the
reliability

- Rethink risk-management : e.g. giving more
room to water + accept smaller floods more
often → more robust/resistant/long-term
strategies (integrated flood management)

Stakeholder strategy
Regardless of the problems modelling presents, Hugo used modelling results with trust. In
the Elbe there is a budget for flood protection that aims at improving hydrological models
and monitoring. Thus, models are constantly being updated with new theories or
technological improvements. The underlying idea is that with sufficient resources of time
and money predictions can be improved

4.2.2.4 Vignette nr. 4. Side-effects of technology
Case study: subcase Kromme Rijn
Stakeholder: project leader of the water board
Type of uncertainty: unpredictable behavior of the technical system (box 4)
Description of uncertainty situation
“For example, when we install a weir to maintain a specific water level we will also look to
the effect on good ecology, another objective. The weir has a negative effect on the passing
by of fish. Therefore we may choose another solution. But you can’t predict all the effects. It
would require a lot of time to identify them. Are these uncertainties? They become
uncertainties once they cause a problem.”
Scientist strategies : group 1

Scientist strategies : group 2

- Allow water levels to vary more
- Organize multiple stakeholder meetings on

- Expert workshop for selection of sideeffects to be included (boundary setting)
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expected side effects
- Try to use local knowledge
- Compare with similar systems and see if
they had same effect
- Increase the water storage capacity of the
river

- Stakeholder consultation about aspects that
should be studied (identify relevant issues or
concerns)

Stakeholder strategy
“To put it straightforward we always try to cover the most important side-effects of technical
measures, especially those that are related to the objectives we have formulated.
Diplomatically spoken we cover all aspects but not all of them equally in depth.”
The remark was made that the choice of not studying all side-effects results in the
uncertainty of not being able to predict what can happen. But that it also generates another
side-effect, namely that if something happens trust will disappear.
Marjan states that she would try to identify such a situation from the very beginning. “If I
received signals telling me that a certain measure might have negative effects or would not
easily be accepted then I would certainly order the planners to study all possible side-effects.
I would include the side-effects as an objective of the plan.”
“When for a certain reason we plan to take a particular measure in this area, we will often
study the side-effects on the other objectives of the water area plan.”

4.2.2.5 Vignette nr. 5. The recreational lake
Case study: subcase Kromme Rijn
Stakeholder: spatial planning official of a small municipality in the area
Type of uncertainty: incomplete knowledge about the technical system (box 5)
Description of uncertainty situation
When Marieke started working at the municipality she got involved in a project about a
recreational lake that was going to be digged out in the flood plains. She told: “The core
question was how the water system would behave, whether the dikes would hold, how the
water coming from the river would behave in the inner land, etc. These are all very
legitimate questions but extremely technical. In fact, the residents were not waiting for this
project so it was hard to sell to the population.”
Moreover, this recreational lake is in the south of the village. If the dikes would burst there,
the land would be flooded up to Amsterdam. So the possible economic impact of this project
went far beyond the borders of the village.
“You see, the political uncertainty in this country, that’s a kind of mechanism you gradually
get to know. When you keep working at the municipality you get used to it. But technical
uncertainties are very different, for me they are very difficult to grasp.”
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Later on Marieke continues: “This recreational lake is an example of a project in which the
natural and the technical system were so important, and so uncertain. I found it a very
impressive process. We had to start working together with technicians while there was a
huge uncertainty from the beginning.”
Scientist strategies : group 1

Scientist strategies : group 2

- Contract experts or ask waterboard for
advice
- Contract a person that can translate
between the technical information and the
local political situation

- Show other positive examples
- Consult residents for their arguments : why
are they scared ?
- Close consultancy that is trustful (already
before having the results)
- Technical experts should inform nontechnical officials more into depth about their
analysis
- Bring together municipality and experts for
communication to residents ; organise expert
hearing

Stakeholder strategy
“We had to build the whole process on technicians. They were the only ones who had an
overview, and yes, at a certain moment you do take decisions on the basis of modeling
results. I found this a very special way of working.”
“But the environmental impact assessment (EIA) has helped us a lot. In The Netherlands
environmental impact assessment very often is only a formality but in our project it has been
useful.”

4.2.2.6 Vignette nr. 6. Technical methods for the WFD implementation
Case study: subcase Wupper
Stakeholder: the local water board organization
Type of uncertainty: multiple knowledge frames about the technical system (box 6)
Description of uncertainty situation
Lilly says a big uncertainty in the implementation of the WFD consists in that certain
methods and approaches are not clear. For instance, it is still discussed at the European level
how to determine the water quality. There are no common methods yet and Lilly does not
feel comfortable about this.
A similar issue is the ‘wording’ of the WFD. Lilly states it is difficult to grasp expressions
used in the legal document of the WFD or to distinguish them from others. Different
expressions are understood and interpreted differently from different people. There are some
guidance documents but sometimes they are not translated so in the end there is hardly any
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real definition so far.
For instance the term “prohibition of deterioration” (“Verschlechterungsverbot”): “What
does ‘deterioration’ exactly mean?”, Lilly wonders. Is it switching to an inferior category? Is
it deterioration in terms of toxic concentration etc.? What does it mean?
Scientist strategies : group 1

Scientist strategies : group 2

- Use best guess for the time being
- Ask for more time until methods are better
known/defined
- Put the responsibility on the EU if they can
not provide authorized methods in time

- Look for standards about water quality that
are already common at EU level
- Start with the clear things
- Take LAWA as orientation, discuss at
national level
- Get information about what’s going on at
the EU level and see if regional ideas match
with that

Stakeholder strategy
Lilly is participating in the working groups at EU level that are discussing different methods
to determine water quality. But she doesn’t feel comfortable in the way it is dealt with for the
moment at regional level, that is different ways of estimation, etc. while hoping it will be
congruent with the methods developed at EU level.

4.2.2.7 Vignette nr.7. Uncertainty in the political area
Case study: subcase Wupper
Stakeholder: the local water board organization and a representative of a large city in the
basin
Type of uncertainty: unpredictable behavior of the social system (box 7)
Description of uncertainty situation
Karel points out that the political values are extremely difficult to predict.
Objectives mostly are contradictory. For instance, the question what is the river good for?
Different people and sectors have different interests such as navigation, energy, leisure, life
quality or attraction of the urban environment. Then there are costs to consider which are
involved with the activities in the river which in turn relate to the employment situation as
well as to possible aims of profiling of the city. “For example, do we want to be an
environmental friendly city?” And last but not least there is the viewpoint from the
administrations which in turn have different interests.
Anyway, Karel is not so much worried about this variety of interests and standpoints as such
but considers it quite normal and not even very uncertain. The big uncertainty in his opinion
lies in who will get his way which depends on a lot of things, namely the power structures,
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political negotiations etc.
Scientist strategies : group 1

Scientist strategies group : 2

- Try to maintain connection with the
different interest parties
- Lobbying on their own position to the other
interest groups
- Make an alliance with the dominant
party/ministry
- Do nothing : see what happens and then
determine what direction is possible

- Dialogue, trust, communication between
the different groups
- Identify interests of possible contra-players
+ negotiate with them → in order to avoid
too big (surprising) impacts

Stakeholder strategy
The way Whinny deals with the uncertainties arising from political differences is to organize
conferences, meetings, round tables, and to communicate his interests again and again and
hoping that finally he (his organization) can convince the involved parties of the adequacy of
his approach in the respective issue.
Karel adds that he well knows how to deal with uncertainties in the political area because he
can draw from his experience. Anybody working in the political area is used to ‘muddling
through’ the problem, he states. But then he is not sure whether they (him included) do it in a
good way, that is that their decisions still prove to be good 20 years later or, to put it the
other way round, that they have problems in thinking in long-term measures or better saying
in realizing them.

4.2.2.8 Vignette nr. 8. Calculating societal value
Case study: subcase Kromme Rijn
Stakeholder: project leader of the water board
Type of uncertainty: incomplete knowledge about the social system (box 8)
Description of uncertainty situation
When Marjan was asked which uncertainties are very difficult to deal with, she pointed
immediately to the WFD. “There we design packages of measures and we estimate the effect
of these measures on the water system. This we can do better and better, so these
uncertainties are diminishing. But what we are not able to do – we have done an analysis of
the cost effectiveness because we can do that fairly well, we can also estimate the effect this
has for the different interest parties – but we get stuck at the analysis of societal costs and
benefits. If we set restrictions to certain spatial functions like agriculture, e.g. that certain
fields can no longer be used, what then are the total societal consequences of such a
measure? I mean not only financially but also in terms of social structures, economic factors.
And also expressing the societal benefits of the measures is very hard.”
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“This is a problem at the decision-making level,” she continues, “because the water board
council can not take a decision based solely on costs and effects. Suppose we have set an
operational target for some ecological aspects, e.g. at a target of 100% we will find certain
species of plants, fishes, algae etc. But what if the target has been reached for 85%, is this
‘bad’ or ‘not good’? I mean, to reach the 100% we may have to invest 5 million extra each
year, to reach the 85% we pay maybe 1,5 million. 15% more of the effect wanted raises the
costs many times. What is the meaning of 85% and how many millions is that effect worth?
The translation of our observations into overall societal values and appreciation is where we
get stuck.”
Scientist strategies : group 1

Scientist strategies : group 2

- Make explicit the diversity of value, maybe
with multi-criteria analysis
- Not calculate the value but reach negotiated
agreement
- Measure the societal value as the level of
agreement among actors about the negotiated
agreement
- Expert judgement panel to quantify the
impact

- "An economist would do contingency
evaluation" (try to give a monetary value to
e.g. a forest)
- Go public, ask public about their opinion
(of ecological state vs. money invested) →
political decision, make sure social
feasibility

Stakeholder strategy
“I don’t know how that will develop further with the European Framework Directive. “
“At a national level, people now decide arbitrarily about a value, at a regional level, these
kinds of exercises are very difficult. I even ask myself if it is feasible.”

4.2.2.9 Vignette nr. 9. Stakeholder participation
Case study: Elbe
Stakeholder: Ministry of agriculture and environment
Type of uncertainty: stakeholder participation (box 9)
Description of uncertainty situation
The major uncertainty is the processes of managing stakeholders, including finding
acceptance at the stakeholder level. This is a political process, in which all societal forces
must work. “If I were alone I could not do all the work. Besides we must integrate the
stakeholders to gain support”. Stakeholders then are not passive but active participants
(“Betroffene zu Beteiligten machen”). In this way you can find good solutions at the
European level. For example, presently in a certain place in Luigi’s county there is a problem
of water quantity in a drinking water plant. The conflictive parties are the farmers, who do
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not have enough water, and the industry. In this case, the agricultural sector is happy that the
Ministry wants to work in this problem, but not the industry, since their behaviour could be
greatly affected.

Scientist strategies : group 1

Scientist strategies : group 2

- Identify common interests between
farmers and industry
- Contact other ministry (if drinking water
falls under domain of other ministry)
- Intervention of mediator or third party
- Let people negotiate among themselves
with facilitation

- Roundtable with individuals, not
representatives of their organisation, so that
they can work more constructively
- Find an open process space and avoid
official settings
- For stakeholder selection try to cover the
broad range of stakeholders and close on
behalf of their response/interest/involvement
in the issue

Stakeholder strategy
In this participatory process, stakeholder selection is an important matter that depends on the
issue that needs to be dealt with. Issues can vary extensively, having a positive or negative
impact on different stakeholders. Luigi always tries to figure out beforehand the impact that
a particular measure or project may have. Then the Ministry basically concentrates in talking
with those that expect to suffer a negative impact.
To deal with this issue of the example, a pilot project was started. The idea of this project is
to bring both parties together so that they can discuss among themselves and reach a
solution, instead of being the Ministry the one that imposes a solution to them. So, once
solutions are found, they can be communicated to the Ministry, who then determines what
should be done.

4.3 Discussion
The following points were mentioned by the workshop participants as remarkable differences
between stakeholder and scientist strategies:
-

Stakeholders formulate uncertainties but often don’t solve them; they seem not to
find alternatives to their situation of uncertainty. (e.g. vignettes 1 and 8)

-

The top-down implementation of a solution by a stakeholder in vignette 2 is
strongly opposed to a strategy of teaching people.

-

Scientists sometimes reframed the issue. By putting the uncertainty in another box
they also looked for different strategies. (e.g. vignette 1 : although this situation was
allocated by the stakeholder to ‘unpredictable behavior of the natural system’ - box
1, the scientists proposed several actions in order to gain more knowledge and better
assess the situation - box 2.)
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-

As noticed by the scientists stakeholder strategies sometimes suffer of a lack of
knowledge on what is possible and known already. A need for better communicaton
from researchers/developers to practitioners was identified. (e.g. vignette 3)

-

The workshop participants having a different scientific background suggested a mix
of technical and social strategies, the latter being mainly present in the vignettes 4,
5, 7 and 9.

In a final plenary session participants reflected upon what research has to offer to water
management practice with regard to uncertainty. The items summed up in that reflection are
enlisted in annex 5. We distinguished suggestions for a research agenda, for working in the case
studies and for guiding stakeholders.
Stakeholders have a particular repertoire of action options. E.g. in vignette 2 the action
repertoire of the stakeholder talking, consists of control. Other options would be acceptance (for
uncertainties related to inherent unpredictability) and persuasion, negotiation or dialogue (for
uncertainties related to ambiguity), etc. In this respect we encountered a striking example in the
Elbe case study where it was believed by one of the stakeholders that almost everything could
be predicted if only enough money and research were invested. Actions in order to develop new
knowledge, better models, more precise measuring techniques etc. are responding to
uncertainties originating from lack of knowledge.
People’s action repertoire is also linked to their professional background. Stakeholders with a
technical background trust they will benefit from these technical developments but don’t feel
comfortable in situations of multiple views and interpretations. (e.g. vignette 6) On the other
hand we met stakeholders with a social science background who said they became used to
political uncertainty but were very impressed by having to build on technicians (“the only ones
who had an overview” vignette 5).
The way people characterize uncertainty situations and allocate them to a particular box of the
matrix simultaneously points to how they will cope with it. It occurred that scientists allocated
an uncertainty situation to a different category than the stakeholder did. Or it happened that
more than one (source of) uncertainty was seen in one vignette. This may be explained by
individuals framing the situation differently, having different preferences. However different
characterisation of uncertainty situations was also caused by insufficient context information to
understand the situation well. For practical reasons vignettes are literally short stories and can
be seen as “only a slice out of a case study”. Especially for understanding how stakeholders
cope with uncertainties a broader view on the situation is necessary.
It was concluded that the investigation of stakeholders’ action repertoires should aim at sorting
out and understanding the different reactions possible (attitudes and corresponding activities).
For this research it would be interesting to take a system perspective and to study the link
between the actor and the system. Who learns to deal with uncertainty: the individual, the
organisation and/or the network ? And what are the system paradigms linked to different ways
of dealing with uncertainty ?
The choice to work at vignette level in this particular workshop came forth out of the objective
to connect concepts used in theory to practice. This process requires exchange between
scientists and water management practitioners, two different communities who give meaning to
their concepts and experiences through practice, and thus each in their own way. (Wenger E.
1998) As researchers had noticed before that water management practitioners did not always
seem to recognise their uncertainty concept, we were wondering whether the practitioners had a
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different notion of the concept or whether they just used different words for the same
phenomenon. However naming concepts and experiences by theoretical and abstract terms
easily creates confusion. To avoid this we choose to work at a concrete level with detailed
examples and very concrete descriptions of real-life situations.
The vignette (and case) context allowed to better explore the differences in strategy between
scientists and stakeholders. The context provided a common focus for the discussions while the
participants could easily refer back to it when trying to make their point clear. (Dewulf et al.
2007) Working at vignette level - and not at case study level - allowed us to transfer within the
time limits of the workshop information from different river basins.

4.4 Conclusions
The objective of the uncertainty dialogues was to identify the stakeholder needs and challenges
concerning uncertainty in water management. The dialogues showed that the stakeholders well
recognize the scientists’ categories and that they are able to apply the uncertainty matrix to their
daily work.
As the categorisation of uncertainty situations is indicative for dealing with them it could be an
important step forward to picture the potential action repertoire and to use this behavioral
framework in training situations, mapping where people are and where they like to be. A change
in the actor’s way of responding to the uncertainty implies a reframing of the uncertainty
(situation).
Moreover an actor’s capacity for change in the way he/she responds to uncertainty does not
stand alone but is situated within the context of a larger system. Further research at system level
requires the continuation of science-practice collaboration in the river basins. More time is
needed to understand what the issues are, what solving uncertainty means, to involve more
stakeholders, to investigate the ability of institutions to cope with uncertainty, etc. More time in
action research is also needed to open up the situation slowly so that trust can be built up and
researchers can become part of the system. The ‘old idea’ that researchers have knowledge and
stakeholders interests is not always productive in solving water management problems. To the
contrary connecting different types of knowledge is the challenge. Therefore the stake of the
researchers in action research has to be recognized as well as the complementarity of expert and
experiential knowledge.
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4.6 Annexes
4.6.1 ANNEX 1. PREPARATORY DOCUMENT FOR
STAKEHOLDER DIALOGUES

UNCERTAINTIES IN WATER MANAGEMENT
Marcela Brugnach (USF, University of Osnabrück)
Art Dewulf (COPP, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven)
Uncertainties in water management
Dealing with current water management problems in river basins is a very complex issue. It
needs a broad perspective where the technological, environmental, economical and societal
aspects of the problems are considered simultaneously. Besides, it also requires taking into
account the views of the different interest groups, as well as the long term implications of
various managing options. The uncertainty associated with these types of problems complicates
the situation. Managers and decision-makers have to develop solutions under conditions of
conflicting interests, diverse managing goals, changing environmental conditions and lack of
predictability.

Uncertainty and its role in NeWater
To deal with uncertainty, the project NeWater advocates the development of means to identify,
assess, reduce or otherwise deal with these uncertainties. In this way, we want to contribute to a
higher awareness about uncertainties and possible related impacts, and, according to these
insights, to more adaptive decisions and actions. The aim of the “uncertainty-dialogues” is to
better understand the uncertainties that water management decision makers face in practice, so
the NeWater research can better fit practical needs and requirements.

What is uncertainty?
Frequently, uncertainty is considered an attribute associated only with the quality of technical
information used to characterize or understand a system. However, this description is limited
when dealing with river basin management issues, where the conflicting views about how the
system operates, the diversity of stakeholder’s expectations and value systems may provoke
disagreement about how the river basin should be managed.
Therefore we use a broad definition of uncertainty, trying to cover different theoretical
approaches to the concept: Uncertainty refers to the situation in which there is not a unique and
complete understanding of the system to be managed.

What types of uncertainties can we distinguish in water management?
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Uncertainties in water management can take different forms. Identifying what sorts of
uncertainty are present is the first step that is needed to find solutions. Here, we present a
scientific classification of uncertainty, which we aim at refining through uncertainty-dialogues.
In an attempt to cover the various types and sources of uncertainty presented in different
theories, we suggest the following classification.
1) We first make a distinction on the basis of the nature of the uncertainty.
a. Variability. This type of uncertainty refers to the inherently unpredictable
aspects of a system, due to chaotic or complex system behavior. With this kind
of uncertainty, we accept the unpredictability of the system as something that
will not change in the foreseeable future.
b. Incomplete knowledge. This type of uncertainty refers to situations where we
don’t know enough about the system, or where our knowledge about it is
incomplete. This can be due to a lack of information or data, to the unreliability
of the data that is available, to lack of theoretical understanding, or to
ignorance. This kind of uncertainty can, in some situations, be reduced when
having the necessary time and means.
c. Multiple knowledge frames. This type of uncertainty refers to different, and
sometimes conflicting, views about how to understand the system. Ways of
understanding the system can differ in where to put the boundaries of the
system or what to put in the focus of attention. Certain information can be
associated with entirely different meanings (e.g. about what the most urgent
problems are) or there can be contradictory evidence about what the
implications are. This kind of uncertainty can be called ambiguity and results
from the presence of multiple ways of understanding or interpreting the system,
which can originate from differences in professional backgrounds, scientific
disciplines, value systems, societal positions and so forth.
2) We make a second distinction by considering the object of uncertainty, in other words,
the things we are uncertain about. We can be uncertain, in any of the three senses
explained above, about almost any aspect of the relevant water management regime. We
have clustered the aspects under the following headings:
a. Natural system. This includes the natural system with its aspects of climate
impacts, water quantity, water quality, ecosystem, … and so forth.
b. Technical system. This includes the technical elements that are deployed to
intervene in the natural system, like infrastructure, technologies, … and so
forth.
c. Social system. This includes the social system, with its economical, legal,
political, organizational and stakeholder aspects.
If we combine both dimensions, the three kinds of uncertainty can be applied to the three
subsystems of the water management regime. Each combination leads to specific uncertainty
questions.
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Variability
(unpredictable system
behavior)

Natural system
- climate
impacts
- water quantity
- water quality
- ecosystem
- ...
Technical
system
- infrastructure
- technologies
- innovations
- ...
Social system
- organizational
context
- stakeholders
- economical
aspects
- politic aspects
- legal aspects
- ...

Unpredictable
behavior of the natural
system
E.g. what will be the
highest water level
next year?
Unpredictable
behavior of the
technical system.
E.g. what will be the
side effects of
technology X?
Unpredictable
behavior of the social
system
E.g. how strong will
the reaction of
stakeholders be at the
next flood?

Incomplete knowledge
- lack of information
- unreliable information
- lack of theoretical
understanding
- ignorance
Incomplete knowledge about
the natural system
E.g. erroneous/unreliable
measurements of water
levels?

Multiple knowledge frames
- different and/or conflicting
ways of understanding the
system
- different values and beliefs

Incomplete knowledge about
the technical system
E.g. to what water level will
this dike resist?

Multiple knowledge frames
about the technical system
E.g. should we raise dikes or
create flood plains?

Incomplete knowledge about
the social system
E.g. what are the economical
impacts of a flood for the
different stakeholders?

Multiple knowledge frames
about the social system
E.g. do we need to impose
insurance against floods or
adapt the legal regulations
about spatial planning?

Multiple knowledge frames
about the natural system
E.g. is the main problem in
this basin the water quantity
or ecosystem status?

Uncertainty and the decision making process
River basin management comprises numerous factors that are difficult to assess. The status of
the river basin system to be managed, the way in which it functions, and the implication of
possible decisions cannot be fully known. These unknowns bring uncertainty into the decision
making process. From the point of view of the decision makers, we assume that, this implies
that they have to find ways to deal with these limitations and generate decisions that are robust
to these uncertainties. This directly affects how decision makers identify what are the important
issues, how they set their goals and how these goals are translated into decision criteria. Further
on, uncertainties also determine the way in which the impact of alternative decisions is
evaluated and the conclusions that lead to possible implementations.
All these uncertainties can manifest themselves in different phases of the decision-making
process. We consider a decision making cycle with the following phases:
−

agenda setting

−

problem setting

−

direction setting

−

implementation
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−

evaluation

In the first two phases, agenda and problem setting, the often ill-defined and controversial
problem situation in the current management system is structured into issues that have to be
dealt with, and further into more clearly defined problems.
The third phase, direction setting, identifies the possible and desirable future states and barriers
for change together with a plan for individual and collective action and accompanying
measures. Finding and comparing alternative solutions is central here.
The following phase, implementation, puts the agreed solutions or measures into practice.
Evaluation consists of monitoring and evaluation programs, based on a sound understanding of
the total system with the aim of assessing the impacts of the implementation.
Throughout all this process, or at certain points, stakeholders may play a role in this decisionmaking cycle.
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4.6.2 ANNEX 2. STAKEHOLDER DIALOGUE ON UNCERTAINTY
- DESIGN OF THE SESSIONS

1. Introduction

(information)

- why uncertainty as a central topic in NeWater
- why these stakeholder dialogue sessions in NeWater
- what will be done with the results of the dialogue sessions
- how conversations will be captured to be studied
- what will happen in this session : overview of the questions

(interaction)

2. Dialogue

Question 1.

Do you see uncertainty in your professional practice ? Explain.
Input: a general description of uncertainty in daily-life language

Aim: take an open start. What answers do we get if we do not direct their
thinking about uncertainty ? What aspects are on the foreground in their minds
?
Process: stimulate them to make their answers concrete with additional
questions: in what situation are you confronted with that ? What are the facts
that create uncertainty for you ?

Question 2.

Which of these types of uncertainty do you recognise in your practice ? Please
explain with examples.
Input: document describing the scientific views on uncertainty.

Aim: check for each of the types of uncertainty scientists see (and suffer from)
whether they have some meaning for practitioners or not.

Process:

* Refer to the document that has been sent, ask whether this was clear, invite
them to ask their questions to the researcher(s) present.
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* To answer Q2 let them start with whatever category they want to. The
sequence in their answer may tell us something about the easiest to recognise,
the most frequently experienced, etc.
* Every participant gives his/her examples, there is no answer right or wrong,
we are collecting perceptions here. You can stop discussions about it.
* If however reactions are very hesitating, you may go through the subsequent
categories and ask for each category who is recognizing this type of uncertainty
in his/her practice ?
* Stimulate them to make their answers as concrete as possible. The more
complete they picture the examples, the better we can understand the meaning
they give to uncertainty.

* When an example given shows a category is interpreted differently, then the
researcher can clarify further what is meant by that category and the stakeholder
can reflect, change or confirm his idea.

* Categories that are not recognised must not be left aside too quickly. The
absence of examples can be questioned. It is important to hear the conversation
that develops then.

Output: a sheet of paper that can be seen by all participants, where the
categories have been listed and where (a reference to) the examples have been
added during the conversation.

Question 3.

Are there other uncertainties in your work which are not covered by these
categories ?
Aim: create a rest category that will contain examples of uncertainty of a
different kind.

Process: be sure to understand what is meant by uncertainty here and compare it
once more to the different categories given.

3. Closure

(conclusions)

What does every one of you conclude regarding uncertainty in water management from this
conversation ?
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4.6.3 ANNEX 3. UNCERTAINTY WORKSHOP LIST OF
PARTICIPANTS
Barreteau Olivier

CEMAGREF, F

Bijlsma Rianne

RIZA, NL

Bouwen René

COPP, B

Brugnach Marcela

USF, D

Dewulf Art

COPP, B

François Greet

COPP, B

Isendahl Nicola

USF, D

van der Keur Peter

GEUS, DK

Krysanova Valentina

PIK, D

Möllenkamp Sabine

USF, D

Möltgen Jörn

USF, D

Pahl-Wostl Claudia

USF, D

Taillieu Tharsi

COPP, B
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4.6.4 ANNEX 4. UNCERTAINTY WORKSHOP PROGRAMME
Wednesday, 31th of May, 2006
9h00

Introduction

9h15

Presentation of the results of the scientist-stakeholder dialogues on uncertainty

11h00

Coffee break

11h15

Presentation of methods and tools to deal with uncertainties
- Models of uncertainty (Marcela Brugnach)
- Data & conceptual uncertainty (Peter van der Keur)
- Dealing with multiple views (Art Dewulf)
- Uncertainty in social systems (Claudia Pahl-Wostl)

12h30

Lunch

14h00

Introduction to break-out group work on possible ways to deal with uncertainties in case
study vignettes

14h15

Break-out groups (2 groups working with 9 vignettes)

16h00

Coffee break

16h15

Presentation of results from break-out groups and discussion

18h00

End of first day

Thursday, 1st of June, 2006
9h00

Comparison of scientist and stakeholder methods for dealing with uncertainty

9h30

Discussion
- How can we best contribute to practice?
- Implications for research agenda
- Implications for case studies

11h15

Coffee break

11h30

Presentation by Jörn Möltgen: How to represent uncertainties in UML?

12h15

Evaluation of the Workshop

12h30

Lunch & end of second day
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4.6.5 ANNEX 5. FUTURE UNCERTAINTY WORK – WORKSHOP
RESULTS
What can we offer to research ?
-

Sort out and understand the different reactions on uncertainty: which attitudes and
corresponding activities (strategies, practices)

-

Investigate actor’s repertoires.

-

In one case different types of uncertainty play a role. Therefore different actions may be
undertaken. → analyse actions as influenced by preferences or frames of stakeholder.

-

What are the system paradigms linked to different ways of dealing with uncertainty ?

-

We should better link uncertainty to how stakeholders conceptualize things.
E.g. They want to be told what good ecological status is but that is uncertain. However
from the vignettes we learn that they may see uncertainty but without worrying about it.

-

Go wider (involve more stakeholders) or deeper (select problems and do the interviews
with a researcher active in that problem field, this will yield more information). The
latter will be the aim of the Elbe workshop in may 2007.

-

Take a system perspective and thus work at case study level instead of vignette level.

-

Investigate the ability of institutions (rule systems) to cope with uncertainty.

-

Study the link between the actor and the total system. Who learns to deal with
uncertainty : the individual, the organisation, the network ?

-

Investigate scale dependence (spatial/temporal)

-

How workable is this categorization (the table) ? How can it help to integrate methods ?

-

Relate the stakeholder examples of uncertainty to the phases in the policy cycle.

-

Relate the interview activities more strongly to adaptive water management.

-

Link uncertainty to scenario’s (what is expected).

-

Consider also a temporal dimension. Investigate the relation between dealing with
uncertainty and time. E.g. urgency of decisions.

-

Process the other vignettes from the stakeholder dialogues as well.

-

Feedback on participatory action research in the cases.

What can we offer case studies and practitioners ?
-

Open up the situation more slowly. Be careful not to give advice too soon. First build up
trust. We need to connect to different levels of knowledge (knowledge of different
stakeholders) and this requires more time.

-

We need more time to uncerstand what the issues are, what solving uncertainty means.
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-

We scientists take the expert role. We better define the problem. But telling them what
to do (change management strategy e.g.) is harder.

-

Try to become part of the system. Researchers are stakeholders too.

-

Reformulate the questions in a joint way = participatory action research. Look for
common ways of understanding ; all actors are searching for knowledge.

-

Organize more detailed workshops on uncertainty. What has been done, is a first step.
We know in these cases how they deal currently with it, not how satisfied they are with
that, where they want to end-up, etc.

-

Help influence legal frameworks (obligatory guidelines) that restrict innovation.

-

Choose issues with a focus on uncertainty that are experienced as a problem. The RAP’s
must already contain information on that.

-

Look how the work on uncertainty can be combined with other work in the case studies.

-

Choose your scale of work (regional, transboundary).

-

People don’t feel uncertain all the time. Look what triggers the feeling/awareness of
uncertainty.

-

Do more framing research under the umbrella of uncertainty.

What can we offer policy-makers ?
-

Work on the level of the system to see the total repertoire of actions

-

Use the categorization system in a training situation. E.g. mapping with people where
they are in this repertoire, where they like to be or which repertoire they want to join
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5 ASSESSING FRAMING OF UNCERTAINTIES IN WATER
MANAGEMENT PRACTICE

This part of D1.7.3a has been published as

Isendahl, N., Dewulf, A., Brugnach, M., François, G., Moellenkamp, S., & Pahl-Wostl,
C. (2007). Assessing framing of uncertainties in water management practice. Paper
presented at the International Conference in Adaptive and Integrated Water
Management, 12-15 November 2007, Basel.
The paper is reproduced as published on the following pages.
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Assessing framing of uncertainties in water
management practice

Nicola Isendahl 1, Art Dewulf 2, Marcela Brugnach 3, Greet François 4,
Sabine Möllenkamp 5, Claudia Pahl-Wostl 6
1,3,5,6

Institute of Environmental Systems Research (USF),
University of Osnabrück, Germany
2
Public Administration and Policy Group,
Wageningen University, Netherlands
4
Research Group for Work, Organisational and Personnel Psychology
(WOPP), Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium

Abstract
The importance of problem framing in relation with environmental
problems has been stated in various scientific contributions. In this
paper we intend to relate it to the issue of uncertainties in water
management. Dealing with uncertainties in water management is an
important issue and will increase to be so in light of global changes,
in particular climate change. To know how uncertainties are framed
in water management practice then is important in order to evaluate
strategies for dealing with these uncertainties. With the aim of identifying what are important parameters for the framing of uncertainties in water management practice, in this paper we analyze uncertainty situations described by decision-makers in water management.
The analysis builds on a series of “Uncertainty Dialogues” carried
out within the NeWater project with water managers in the Rhine,
Elbe and Guadiana basins in 2006. During these dialogues, representatives of these river basins were asked what uncertainties they en-
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countered in their professional work life and how they confronted
them. Analysing these dialogues we identified several important parameters of how uncertainties get framed. Our assumption is that
making framing of uncertainty explicit will allow for better dealing
with the respective uncertainty situations. In order to get a broader
picture of the framing of an uncertainty we therefore suggest to add
a third axis to the uncertainty matrix developed earlier by Brugnach
et al. (2007) detailing on the relation of actors towards an uncertainty situation. This axis is assembled from the parameters identified in this paper.
1 Introduction
Dealing with uncertainties in water management is an important issue and will increase to be so in light of global changes, in particular
climate change. So far, however, uncertainties in water management
have mostly been discussed in scientific analyses. Little is known
about how people in water management practice tackle the issue of
uncertainties. In the last years, the importance of the human dimension of uncertainty has been more and more acknowledged and emphasized in the sense that uncertainties are no external and objective
phenomena but have to be seen in relation with the people involved
(e.g. Brugnach et al. 2007, Klauer and Brown 2004, van Asselt and
Rotmans 2002, Friedmann et al. 1999). We build here on the work
of Brugnach et al. (2007) who speak of uncertainty as a relational
property.
This connects well with the importance of problem framing in relation with environmental problems that has been stated lately in
various scientific contributions (cf. e.g. Gray 2003, Pahl-Wostl et al.
2007). In this paper we intend to relate the concept of uncertainties
and framing for the area of water management.
Special attention is drawn to the uncertainty matrix (UM) developed by Brugnach et al. (2007) where multiple knowledge frames are
included as a specific kind of uncertainty, apart from inherent unpredictability and incomplete knowledge. In that way, we are concerned with a double use of framing: On the one hand within the uncertainty matrix which includes the issue of multiple frames as a
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separate kind of uncertainty and on the other hand in a more general
way, beyond the matrix, in the sense that all uncertainties are framed
depending on the point of view, interests, experiences etc. of the
person dealing with an uncertainty.
For the first one of multiple frames one could think of the question or uncertainty of how the EU Water Framework Directive
(WFD) should be implemented where different actors or administrative units may have different views on or approaches to. For the
more general sense of framing then, the question of the implementation of the WFD by one actor may be considered as a problem of
lack of knowledge about methods how to implement it whereas by
another it may be framed as a problem of multiple frames on its implementation.
The analysis in this paper is based on dialogues on uncertainty
that were held in several case studies of the project NeWater (New
Approached to Adaptive Management under Uncertainty) in early
summer 2006 and where the UM was applied (NeWater internal
documents). Based on these dialogues that rendered examples of uncertainties practitioners in water management feel they have to deal
with in their professional work life we discuss in this paper what
may be important parameters in the framing of uncertainties in water
management practice. Our assumption is that making framing of uncertainty explicit allows for better dealing with the respective uncertainty situations, particularly in multi-actor constellations as typically is the case in water resources management.
As a theoretical basis for the analysis of framing of uncertainties
we give a short introduction to the concepts of framing and uncertainty as used in this paper. Though originally not conceived for that
purpose we analyze the use of the UM as a tool for assessing the
framing of uncertainties, drawing on the advantages, disadvantages
and challenges in using it. We then illustrate further facets of uncertainty by analyzing details of the uncertainty situations reported in
the Uncertainty Dialogues. We thereby derive a set of parameters
that seem to be important in the framing of uncertainties and reflect
on the character of uncertainty. By assessing these parameters of the
character of uncertainty (PCU) a richer picture of the framing of an
uncertainty may be achieved which could be drawn from when analyzing and evaluating strategies for dealing with uncertain situations.
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We suggest adding the PCU as a third axis to the uncertainty matrix.
In the final section we discuss aspects of usefulness and applicability
of the identified parameters of uncertainty for water management.
2 Conceptual background
As a theoretical basis for the analysis of framing of uncertainties we
give a short introduction to the concepts and definitions of framing
and uncertainty as used in this paper.
Framing

There are a lot of concepts around framing and frames which are
discussed controversially in various disciplines and contexts. Definitions vary and often the terms are used in connection with other
similarly vague terms such as perspective or world view (cf. e.g.
Dewulf et al. 2005, Kickert and Klijn et al. 1997, Schön and Rein
1994, van Asselt and Rotmans 2000).
For this analysis, we stick to the term ‘framing’ and abstain from
using other terms such as ‘frames’ or ‘perspectives’. We define
framing as the way mental models are applied to a certain (action)
situation. With mental model we refer to “a relatively enduring internal abstraction of an external system to aid and govern activity”
(after Doyle and Ford 1998:17).
Due to their personal, educational and cultural backgrounds people have a restricted view on real world phenomena or action situations. That means they cannot and do not consider all details and information of a certain situation but observe selectively as to what is
in their interest and concern. Consequently they perceive only those
parts they have drawn their attention to. This information is processed and translated into strategies to deal with the respective situation. This process of selective observation and consequent perception usually does not start from zero but most often is related to a
certain outcome of some former action. So the process is iterated
permanently as actions are taken and an action situation evolves.
(Weick 1995)
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Emphasizing the importance of the process of framing we here
draw on the interactional approach of Dewulf et al. (2005: 5) which
focuses on interactive production of meaning over a certain time.
Within our analysis, process refers to the fact that the reported uncertainties have been framed through interaction between the participants of the Uncertainty Dialogues, within the session but particularly through interaction with other actors in their daily practice
time before the meeting. Hence, in this paper we are not able to
study that preceding process but consider the reported uncertainties
as a result of an interactive framing process, captured at a certain
point in time through the dialogues. This is different from the cognitive approach of framing (cf. Dewulf et al. 2005) relating to structures or schemas of individuals which may be compared to mental
models as Doyle and Ford (1998) define them.
Uncertainty

In this paper uncertainty is defined as a “situation in which there is
not a unique and complete understanding of the system to be managed” (Brugnach et al. 2007). This relates to the quality of information of an event or action as well as to information about the behaviour and interest of other actors that are possibly involved in the
situation. It may simply refer to a lack of knowledge or to an ambiguous situation where different approaches and solutions may be
conceived. Brugnach et al. applied this approach in a matrix on uncertainty (UM). The matrix provides a categorization of uncertainties by the type of knowledge relationship and the object of uncertainty. It distinguishes between three types of knowledge
relationships that are assumed to be established among an actor and
an object. Those are unpredictability, incomplete knowledge and
multiple knowledge frames. Each of the three knowledge relationships can refer to different objects of uncertainty within the natural,
technical and social system.
The uncertainty matrix was developed in order to allow for capturing uncertainties in natural resources management in a broader
way, particularly including aspects of multiple frames and of social
system uncertainties in a more explicit and systematic way (ibidem).
The objective further was to design a rather simple structure that
could also be referred to and used by practitioners in the field of
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natural resources management. Through the Uncertainty Dialogues
the matrix was tested for its application in practice in the context of
water management.
Table 1 Uncertainty Matrix (Brugnach et al. 2007)
Type of
knowledge
relationship

Object

Natural system

- climate impacts
- water quantity
- water quality
- ecosystem
- ...

Technical system

- infrastructure
- technologies
- innovations
- ...

Social system

-

organizational
context
- stakeholders
- econ. aspects
- political aspects
- legal aspects
- ...

Incomplete knowledge

Unpredictability

Multiple knowledge
frames

- lack of information
- unreliable information
- lack of theoretical
understanding
- ignorance

(unpredictable
system behaviour)

Incomplete knowledge
about the natural system
E.g. unreliable measurements of water levels?

Unpredictable behaviour of the natural system
E.g. what will be
the highest water
level next year?

Multiple knowledge
frames about the
natural system
E.g. is the main
problem in this basin
the water quantity or
ecosystem status?

Incomplete knowledge
about the technical
system
E.g. to what water
level will this dike resist?

Unpredictable behaviour of the
technical system.
E.g. what will be
the side effects of
technology X?

Multiple knowledge
frames about the
technical system
E.g. should we raise
dikes or create flood
plains?

Incomplete knowledge
about the social system
E.g. what are the economical impacts of a
flood for the different
stakeholders?

Unpredictable behaviour of the social system
E.g. how strong
will the reaction of
stakeholders be at
the next flood?

Multiple knowledge
frames about the social system
E.g. do we need to
impose insurance
against floods or
adapt the legal regulations about spatial
planning?

- different and/or
conflicting ways of
understanding the
system
- different values
and beliefs
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3 Methods
The empirical part of this paper is based on the “Uncertainty Dialogues” carried out in case studies of the project NeWater, New Approaches to Adaptive Water Management under Uncertainty, in May
2006 (NeWater internal report 2007)1. Participants were water managers, mostly representatives of the water departments of public administration or water management associations in the river basins of
the Wupper (Germany) and the Kromme Rijn (Netherlands) as subbasins of the Rhine, the Guadiana (Spain), and the Elbe (Germany
and Czech Republic). In the dialogues they were asked to identify
uncertainties they encountered in their professional work life and to
explain the way they dealt or would deal with them.
Where possible the dialogues were held as a multi-actor group
meeting (Wupper and Kromme Rijn) with about three to five participants and else separately in contact with the respective water
management organisations (Guadiana and Elbe). The discussions
lasted about two hours on the average and were conducted in a semistructured way along the uncertainty matrix (UM). Moderation of
the discussion was performed by NeWater staff (all of them authors
of this paper). The meetings mostly took place in the participants’
native language with exception of the Elbe where the meetings were
basically held in English. The evaluation in this paper is based on
audio files, transcripts and notes during the Uncertainty Dialogues,
particularly those of the Wupper, Kromme Rijn, Guadiana and Elbe
Usti. The latter were all recorded and fully transcribed. Notes were
taken during all of the dialogues. For the analysis the full length of
each meeting, that is transcript and notes, was taken into account.
Where necessary, quotations were translated into English to the best
knowledge of the authors of this paper. All citations of this paper
were cross-checked with the respective stakeholders. They do not
necessarily reflect the opinion of the related organisation but their
personal views. (NeWater internal reports 2007)

1

For more general information on the NeWater project: www.newater.info
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As the examples of the analysis refer to the discussions during the
Uncertainty Dialogues they reflect the situation at that point of time
and no dynamic representation of the framing of uncertainties.
4 Assessing framing of uncertainties
In this chapter we will first analyze the options for using the uncertainty matrix (UM). We will go on with a more detailed description
of uncertainty situations encountered during the Uncertainty Dialogues and conclude with a proposition for an extension of the UM.
4.1 The uncertainty matrix as a tool for analysis of
framing?
The UM enabled a structured way to approach the issue of uncertainty in water management practice, and though within limits allows for a comparison between case studies.
For the participants it was possible to understand the matrix rather
easily and apply it to their work life and experiences. For most of
them it was the first time to approach uncertainties in water management in an encompassing and structured way. The use of the uncertainty matrix thus offered a new and more structured way of
thinking.
One purpose of the Uncertainty Dialogues was to locate the examples from the water managers in the uncertainty matrix. This occurred either directly by the participants during the meetings or by
the moderators during or after the meeting. One result from that was
that the foci of attention in the case studies concerning the allocation
of the uncertainty examples to the matrix differed (NeWater internal
report 2007). It was striking that the location of the identified uncertainties in the matrix showed different emphasis in each of the dialogue groups. Some groups mainly referred to uncertainties in the
area of natural and technical issues, others emphasised uncertainties
in the social parts and in some discussions the emphasis on single
cells was quite salient.
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The reasons for that may be the different contexts of the investigated case studies, the different backgrounds of the participants, the
fact that some meetings were individual discussions whereas others
were group meetings. Multiple reasons are plausible. Where we cannot assess the concrete reasons the differences in foci nonetheless
indicate the differences in framing of the uncertainty situations.
Adding to that argument is the observation that the examples were
not always easy to allocate clearly to one cell. The ways of allocating an uncertainty situation to the cells proved to be highly disputable in some of the group meetings during the dialogues.
Moreover, often the borders between the cells for allocating one
example were blurred respectively reflected the emphasis or interest
of the person allocating the uncertainty situation which often comprised different aspects, that is cells. These findings also indicate
likelihood for discrepancies between practitioners’ and scientists’ allocation and hence framing of uncertainties. Hence, it may be interesting to investigate on somebody’s reason for allocating an example
to a specific cell.
The structured way of approaching the issue of uncertainty in water management practice with help of the UM may however be a disadvantage for the use of it for the assessment of framings of uncertainty. In practice people often have a more intuitive approach
towards dealing with issues including uncertainty. When aiming at
getting a more complete view on the framing of uncertainties in water management practice the use of the uncertainty matrix therefore
may be too structured as approach. This however, is then rather inherent in the method than in the conceptual matrix itself since the
latter could still be used for ex post classification of examples elicited by a more open approach. However, for purposes of analyzing
the framing of uncertainties this approach may be less adequate
since it would be distorted by the intervention of the allocating process. Another adversarial point in using the uncertainty matrix for
purposes of analyzing framing is that the criteria of the matrix grid
may not reflect the water managers’ needs, priorities or ways of
thinking or categorizing even if they report to understand the matrix.
Thus, the application of the matrix may be more useful for distinguishing water managers’ framings of uncertainty situations rather
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than for objectively classifying the uncertainty situations themselves.
4.2 Characterization of uncertainties
Beyond grasping uncertainty situations of water management
through the UM, the way people frame uncertainty in water management practice can be characterized from different angles.
The Uncertainty Dialogues allowed for detecting differences in
the water managers’ framing of the uncertainties in various respects,
rendering details on how the uncertainties were conceived by them.
To assess these differences we analyzed the way in which the participants of the Uncertainty Dialogues reported on their examples of
situations of uncertainty in water management.
The most pronounced parameters found through analyzing the
Uncertainty Dialogues were: positioning, urgency, and issues of responsibility and trustworthiness. Often these parameters were interlinked and could not be looked at strictly separately. In the following
they are illustrated along the examples from the case studies.
Positioning

The different kinds of positioning towards uncertainty situations we
encountered in the Uncertainty Dialogues varied throughout the case
studies and the participants of the dialogues. With positioning towards uncertainty we mean the evaluative quality people attach to
the uncertainties, in other words whether they frame the uncertainty
as something positive or negative (Levin, Schneider & Gaeth 1998).
This does not necessarily reflect deeper routed and more general beliefs and attitudes. These positive and negative framings of an uncertainty situation can have different manifestations, such as framings
of uncertainty as risk, fun, challenge, essential part of life, threat etc.
It may as well be quite ambiguous as an example in the Kromme
Rijn case study shows. “Uncertainty has a little bit a negative connotation. Uncertainty, that’s what you cannot grasp and that is an-
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noying” (NeWater Uncertainty Dialogue2, HDSR3, May 17, 2006);
but then the speaker goes on that in fact her work is determined by
uncertainties, “I live so to speak from uncertainties, and I enjoy it.
The moment it gets certain it’s not my work anymore” (ibidem). One
interviewee in the Elbe case study takes up a similar stance. He is
very enthusiastic about the element of water and the rivers since they
do not care about political boundaries. He sees the related uncertainty as something vital to life, “I think that is the life. (…) and still
there will be uncertainties. And to have a dream not to be [uncertain], wouldn’t be life. That’s life” (UJEP4, May 15, 2006). The same
interviewee later makes another comment which maybe shows his
enjoyment in dealing with uncertainties but certainly his experience
of uncertainty as a challenge in the work area of water pollution,
“you must be very smart, sometimes it is a detective story, to detect
the pollutant, or the polluter” (UJEP, May 15, 2006). Among the
positive framings we encountered in the case studies the most frequent in fact was that uncertainty was framed as a challenge.
Throughout the dialogues the participants used terms other than
‘uncertainty’ as well to express situations that implied uncertainty.
These terms may include a certain positioning towards the uncertainty situation, e.g. a negative framing. Terms that came up in several case studies in this regard were ‘risk’, ‘doubt’, ‘problem’ or
‘difficulty’. Besides, a lot of other expressions which display uncertainties were used, not directly collated in a substantive however.
Many of the examples were related to the issue of (not) knowing
something, e.g. “I do not know if we are able to evaluate environmental costs” (CHG, May 25, 2006), “still you never know what will
come” (UJEP, May 15, 2006), “probability of drought… but we do
not know when it will happen. Even the meteorologists do not tell
us” (CHG5, May 25, 2006), and through making reference to the
contrary of uncertainty, that is certainty, “the only certain thing is

2

Where not referred to differently all further quotations from oral communication
(with exact date) refer to the NeWater Uncertainty Dialogues and can be found
in the references under Project NeWater meeting ‘Uncertainty Dialogue’.
3 Hoogheemraadschap De Stichtse Rijnlanden (Dutch regional water board)
4 University of Jan Evangelista Purkyně, Usti nad Labem, Czech Republic
5 Confederación Hidrográfica del Guadiana (Guadiana Water Authority)
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that some time the water pollution will come. You don’t know where,
you don’t know which type, (…) which polluter, which amount (…) it
is always an individual case”, Elbe case study, about accidental water pollution by complex organic material (UJEP, May 15, 2006).
Uncertainty was expressed with regard to rather technical issues, for
instance concerning measuring systems in the Guadiana. The participants of the meeting were worried about not getting direct and
accurate data from indirect measuring systems such as remote sensing (CHG, May 25, 2006). But also the political sphere was referred
to: “the big part of the unpredictabilities is political. This is the total
unpredictability” (ibidem).
In our case studies we observed a certain domination of negative
framings though there were also some positive examples and other
rather neutral ones that showed the acceptance of uncertainties as a
fact without however really evaluating the uncertainty as positive or
negative.
As pointed out earlier, the parameters often are interlinked. Positioning for instance also plays a role in connection with time frame
“I just wanted to emphasize how difficult it is in the execution within
a legal system to suddenly get the Water Framework Directive”
(WV6, May 18, 2006).
Urgency

The time factor seems to play an important role in all investigated
case studies with regard to framing of uncertainties. Some uncertainties are framed as urgent, requiring an action within a short term,
while others are framed as long-term issues, requiring attention in or
over a few years of time. This may relate to the perceived urgency of
a decision as well as to the time frame within which a decision will
be implemented or is supposed to have an effect.
Concerning the time frame within which a decision has to be
taken, lots of examples in the case studies showed that dealing with
an uncertain situation would optimally require a lot of time. This is
due to the fact that often more or more in depth analysis, model and

6

Wupperverband (German water association)
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scenario building were considered as possible ways to reduce or
overcome an uncertainty. In the case of accidental water pollution
for instance this is increasing the uncertainty considerably since “to
analyse the complex cyanide [i.e. its behaviour in the river waters
after an accident] it is not so easy, it takes time” (UJEP, May 15,
2006) whereas decisions have to be taken in a relatively short time
once an accident has happened. Especially in administrative planning, long-term considerations and goals most commonly have to be
evaluated against short-term pressures. In the Wupper case study
this is expressed with regard to the value and benefit of the ecosystems where the long-term goal is to secure them. “(…) On the other
hand the decision is short-termed considering the financial straits
we have in North-Rhine-Westphalia” (StUA7 Düsseldorf, May 18,
2006). The situation is difficult since “these time concerns are related with big uncertainty and as a planning administration I can
only think in a long-term time frame” (ibidem). Another participant
of the Wupper Uncertainty Dialogue frames the issue of current versus long-term planning in the following way: “To what extent do we
manage to meet the zeitgeist of 20 years ahead with the decisions we
take today and that will still be important in 20 years?” (municipality of Wuppertal, May 18, 2006).
An example of rather low urgency is the balancing of the economical versus the ecological and social benefits of an ecosystem in
the Guadiana case study. They rather seem to play a role in the long
run, “the maintenance of an ecosystem such as the Tablas de
Daimiel against the economic or social benefit that may have the
agricultural use – at a certain moment we will have to do this balance” (CHG, May 25, 2006).
Responsibility

Responsibility issues refer to different aspects around an uncertain
situation. They may relate to the question of who is perceived as responsible for solving an uncertain situation and they also give an
idea about the perceived range of options for actions and taking decisions in a situation marked by uncertainty.

7

Staatliches Umweltamt (former German regional state authority for environment)
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In the dialogues, mainly the issue of who is responsible for dealing with an uncertainty situation came up. However, deducing from
that it may be interesting to investigate who or what is perceived as
responsible for having caused an uncertain situation. This may have
implications in terms of who is perceived to be responsible for dealing with it as well as with regard to actual strategies for dealing with
uncertainty. In the following, some examples from the case studies
will illustrate how responsibilities got framed as part of dealing with
uncertainty.
The question of responsibility for solving an uncertainty situation
is quite delicate. The participants of the dialogues reported on themselves and other people to often refer to rules when taking a decision
and thus to shift the responsibility to something rather external to
them. Especially in administration, usually there are rules to be followed in an uncertain situation. This gets explicit for instance in the
Wupper case study in the issue of flood protection, “the experts
have developed state-of-the-art technology for a 100 year flood.
Then the administration says, I have to meet the state-of-the-art
technology” (WV, May 18, 2006). These regulations are then difficult to by-pass, “this [the regulation] is very difficult to turn back”
(ibidem). So, administration generally needs to build its decisions on
rules and regulations. Administration staff may consider stakeholders’ suggestions but cannot build their decision on that. “If the
citizen says I do not need this [measure; here dike] and in 15 years,
if something really happens, and the citizen says, “so, now I claim
damages”, then this goes back to the administration and I think this
really is an uncertainty that gets in the way of many things and also
of sound solutions” (StUA Düsseldorf, May 18, 2006). An interviewee of the Guadiana case study points in the same direction for
the case of the surveillance of ground water extraction in the catchment area, “the administration has to match the compliance of the
law” (CHG, May 25, 2006), and makes similar references about the
options for stakeholders influencing decisions of the state, “there is
a limit which is the law” (ibidem). Consequently the solution is perceived in terms that the law should change, “if you want the situation
to be changed then the law has to be changed in the parliament”
(ibidem). Another example of the Guadiana basin is related to uncertainty related to drought. Decisions there are highly rule-based as
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well. There is a system of drought indicators consisting of different
categories each of them implying a different level of alert and corresponding actions to take in that respective situation (CHG, May 25,
2006). So, in general following rules is adopted as a means to deal
with the responsibility issue and thereby circumvent the uncertainty.
Sometimes however, rules or regulations can be even more confusing and rather increase than decrease uncertainty as is the case for
the implementation of the EU Directives on Nitrate and Water which
partly are contradictory and hence difficult to implement in an integrated way (MLU S-A, May 22, 2006).
A big concern in terms of responsibility during the Uncertainty
Dialogues was that the participants felt they do not have the final
decision in a situation of uncertainty. The responsibility often is at a
higher level than those of the interviewees in the dialogues, “(…) we
are technicians. Technicians at a high level but we do not have the
final decision” (CHG, May 25, 2006). This implies a high importance of communication and coordination among actors involved in
one uncertainty situation.
In the Elbe case study, the interviewee points to the different roles
of the actors involved. “They [from the International Commission
for the Protection of the Elbe] only give recommendations. The implementation then is at national level” (UJEP, May 15, 2006). And
“you have to discuss, to explain, but the final decision is on the delegates in Germany and the Czech Republic. But I mean that makes no
problem. But as you said often the implementation is at the national
level” (ibidem). Though, as can be seen from the quote the lack of
decision-making power is not always seen as a problem.
Another aspect in (at least partly) getting around the responsibility
for dealing with an uncertain situation which is showing from the
previous example as well is that tasks usually are clearly distributed,
“floods are not my field” (UJEP, May 15, 2006), or at least perceived as such. In the Guadiana case study, for certain issues politicians are perceived as in duty of taking a decision. The final decisions, e.g. on the issue of control of ground water extraction, are said
to lie at the ‘water commissar’ from the Water Authority and the
politicians in the region. “The ones who have to wipe off the mortgage are the politicians, through their political decision. A political
decision based on the actual reality” (CHG, May 25, 2006). Talking
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about the case of threat of droughts due to climate change in the
Guadiana case study the responsibilities are considered differently.
For the case of estimations of future precipitations the responsibility
is perceived to be at the level of the national climate change office
(as part of the National Ministry of Environment), “(…) they are
working out at the moment to define us what is the variation in the
estimations” (CHG, May 25, 2006). For helping out with uncertainties due to lack of knowledge scientists are perceived as responsible
in the first place, “with regard to the lack of knowledge (…) or the
development of methodologies, technical systems, technologies etc..,
this is a matter where there are you universities to help and investigate” (CHG, May 25, 2006).
In most examples in the investigated case studies the responsibility for dealing with uncertainty was shifted to others. That is the uncertainty gets framed as something where others are responsible for.
Trustworthiness

Parts of an uncertain situation, such as actors or data, are framed as
trustworthy (or rather not). This relates to the quality of relationship
of actors among each other as well as to the reliability of data, both
being possible triggers for or against uncertainty. In some situations
one could even say that the uncertainty in fact consists of the untrustworthiness itself.
There is evidence of the importance of trust towards certain information or people in all case studies, e.g. the Kromme Rijn: “Also
the state has been an unreliable partner once when they had regulations for subsidies (…) and from one day to the next they were finished” (municipality Wijk-bij-Duurstede, May 17, 2006). This remark may be extended to collaborative work in general, though
usually not referring to daily work, when one of the parties stops his
commitment without notifying beforehand. Such behaviour may
then be causing uncertainty (municipality Wijk-bij-Duurstede, October 16, 2007).
Concerning framing of trustworthiness of information, trust in
data in the Guadiana case study for instance is high, amongst others
because data are officially certified by the National Institute of Meteorology. Only in case of a wider time span, like in series of data,
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there could be some doubts, but in principle the data is considered as
highly reliable. “The measuring [of precipitation] usually is direct
and from relatively trustworthy data, (…) moreover it is officially
certified data of the National Institute of Meteorology. They give us
precipitation data; apart from the fact that we ourselves also have
water meters. But (…) we trust them, (…) they are also from the existing official network and therefore deserve full guarantee. These
data maybe may have errors (…) in a certain moment in the meteorological series, in the series of precipitation, but in principle they
have full reliability” (CHG, May 25, 2006). Loss of trust as a risk
for bad uncertainty management was expressed in the Kromme Rijn
case study with regard to situations of possible negative side effects
of plans during or after implementation, not having been taken into
account as possible risks beforehand, as was the case in the working
area of the interviewee: “The side effect might then be that (…) the
trust in the state or the planners goes down” (municipality Wijk-bijDuurstede, May 17, 2006).
Framing of trustworthiness between actors or groups of actors is a
delicate issue. It is an interesting issue as well in terms of who
frames whom as trustworthy or not in a multi-actor constellation,
most likely having implications for approaches how to deal with the
uncertainty. Untrustworthiness in the form of prejudices or generalizations about actor groups may be manifested by confirmation biases. In the Uncertainty Dialogues this was displayed in several case
studies through referring to other actors or actors groups as “them”
and what “they do” rather than as individual actors and actions.
As shows the case of the Elbe on accidental water pollution, issues of organization and communication may aggravate or levy uncertainty, “there [in Czech Republic] is a lot of data [on accidental
water pollution], it is very good. In Germany it’s not so easy, because nobody tells you the proper information. Nobody collects centrally, in Czech Republic yes.” (UJEP, May 15, 2006).
In general, the trustworthiness of data or people in the case studies
shows to be highly dependent on previous experiences.
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4.3 The third axis - A new dimension in the framing of
uncertainty
In the previous chapter we illustrated the most pronounced parameters that seem to play a role in how the participants of the Uncertainty Dialogues framed uncertainties. Uncertainty gets framed in
terms of positioning as positive or negative, as an urgent or a longterm issue, as an issue for which the actor herself versus other actors
are responsible and as untrustworthy (or not).
At all parameters the focus is on the relation of a person towards
an uncertainty. The idea is not to assess objective boundary conditions but how people relate to those and to the possibly uncertain issues. Likewise, the use of the uncertainty matrix in the case studies
has shown that allocation to the cells was not always easy because
the allocation is not just an objective classification. Classifying
rather tells something about how the person who is classifying
frames the respective uncertainty.
Where the UM can be understood as a tool for a first assessment
of framing of uncertainties through the additional parameters the
character of an uncertainty may be captured.
Character of U

Type of knowledge relationship

Object of U

Figure 1: Three dimensions of uncertainty (U)

These parameters of the character of an uncertainty (PCU) can be
seen as an extension of the matrix. We therefore suggest adding a
third axis to the UM assembled by the PCU (see figure 1). By adding the PCU as a third axis or dimension additional aspects may be
captured that are not possible to assess by the two-dimensional uncertainty matrix. The third dimension provides the option to further
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differentiate facets of the uncertainty situations that are captured by
the UM.
Neither through the use of the UM nor with the help of the parameters of the character of an uncertainty situation it can be explained why an uncertainty situation is framed as it is but rather
what is getting framed and how. The parameters may however have
explanatory value for the evaluation of the strategies to deal with
uncertainty.
5 Conclusion
Experiences from practical cases within the NeWater project show
that uncertainties in water management are framed in different ways.
In this paper we analyzed how practitioners in water management
frame uncertainties by analyzing dialogues on uncertainty where water managers reported on their work experience with uncertainty.
From the analysis we derived a set of parameters that seem to be important in the framing of uncertainties and illustrate the character of
uncertainty (PCU). We also examined the options for using the uncertainty matrix (UM) as a tool for assessing the framing of uncertainties.
We have argued that analyzing the framing of the context where
an uncertainty arises together with the way how the uncertainties are
framed (through both the UM and the PCU) makes differences in the
framing of an uncertainty situation visible. We thereby expect to obtain a basis for analysis and evaluation of strategies for dealing with
uncertain situations. At the individual level, it may render a better
picture of one’s own action options including a clearer division of
tasks as well as showing options for reframing. At the group level,
focusing on interaction with other actors, it may make framings, priorities, and worries of others involved clear and reduce misunderstandings, thereby opening the option for reframing and negotiation.
However, the question is what is the best way to proceed in order
to assess the framing of uncertainty and make it visible? We argued
that using the UM for assessing framing of uncertainty implies an intervention in the assessment process and may therefore distort the
findings considerably. The same would probably hold true if one
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tried to assess the PCU in a structured and systematic way. Adding
the PCU as a third axis to the UM then rather implies an amplification of the matrix as a tool for ex post analysis than a means to further structure the assessment process. However, the identified dimensions (both UM and PCU) provide a set of potentially relevant
aspects, whose relevance and relative importance can be assessed for
a specific situation, and which can be complemented by contextual
factors that is new, locally relevant dimensions in that specific situation.
An option in order to assess the framing of uncertainties of practitioners in water management in a less influenced way would be a
less structured assessment approach. It may be interesting for instance to elicit parameters directly from the practitioners - rather
than through ex post analysis. This could be done through card sorting techniques or similar (cf. e.g. Hare and Pahl-Wostl 2002)
whereby participants themselves identify the parameters that have
relevance for them.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper authors analyzed how changes appear in the way stakeholders
frame and reframe the issues and their stake in a water area planning process. They took on a discursive perspective and focused on what happens in
the interaction between stakeholders. Three aspects of change were observed: the differentiation of issue framing and stake of the process initiator, the internal differentiation of issue framing and stake of one interest
party, and changes in the mode of interaction. With regard to the modes of
interaction three different processes were distinguished: frame selling,
frame filling and frame negotiation. It was concluded that the differentiation of issues and stakes is an important kind of change in decision-making
processes and that multidirectional frame negotiation is helpful to achieve
an integrated agreement.

INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT
This paper is an analysis of a participatory process to define a water area
plan for the area between the river Kromme Rijn and the Amsterdam-Rijn
canal in The Netherlands. We will analyze how changes occur in how the
actors frame issues and stakes.
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The Kromme Rijn, a tributary of the river Neder-Rijn, flows from Wijkbij-Duurstede to the city of Utrecht. The water management in this area is
under the authority of the waterboard Hoogheemraadschap De Stichtse Rijnlanden. The planning process involves the area between the Kromme
Rijn, the Neder-Rijn, the Amsterdam-Rijn canal and the City of Utrecht.
Through processes of erosion and sedimentation the windings of the
river Kromme Rijn moved with time and formed the natural landscape in
the basin. It is a mix of wetlands in the low-lying parts and dryer lands
along the (earlier) river embankments. On the wetlands cattle farming
takes place while on the dryer parts you find fruit farming. The main land
use in the area is agriculture. Fishery, recreation and nature concerns are
present to a much lesser extent.
All this land was brought into cultivation thanks to a system of ditches
and dikes. They were dug from the 10th century on. Small groups of farmers worked together “to keep someone else’s water out of their land”. This
type of collaboration developed later into a system of numerous small waterboards (Donkersloot-de Vrij et al. 1993). Through the centuries technical as well as organisational changes took place resulting in the following
situation at present. An area of 60 km2 is under the authority of one waterboard since 1994. However in this area are still 91 water levels to be maintained. On a distance of 140 km of ditches and watercourses many pieces
of technical equipment have been installed in the field: 400 culverts, 90
weirs and 25 pumping-engines.
Water area plans have to be delivered by the waterboard under the national governmental regulation directed at a sustainable water system in
The Netherlands by 2015. The plans consist of 2 outcomes: a water level
decision and a water infrastructure plan. Objectives of the water area plans
are to avoid excess water, to balance the interests of different parties in the
area and to improve the ecological quality of the surface water. The waterboard has initiated an interactive decision-making process, in order to analyze problems, devise solutions and develop the plan in a concerted way
with the stakeholders involved. It is the formal responsability of the waterboard to deliver the water area plans in time to the province and to coordinate them with the water plans of the municipalities.
At the start of the planning process a broad stakeholder analysis has
been made. At the kick-off meeting people were invited and asked to what
extent they wanted to be involved in the planning process. On the basis of
these answers 3 groups were formed. The core group was formed by repre-
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sentatives of the province, 3 municipalities and the waterboard itself. They
were responsable for the process. The core group members together with
the representatives of several organised stakeholders (see further) formed
the advisory group. These people wanted to be consulted about the water
area plan, its challenges and the measures to be selected. Several stakeholder representatives only wanted to be kept informed well. In the course
of the planning process also evening meetings for the public were organised. They were directed to the inhabitants in general or to landowners
more specifically and aimed at informing and consulting them.
Between the different levels of participation there was a systematic interaction. The core group prepared the meetings and workshops with the
advisory group. The advisory group served as a sounding board to prepare
the area evening meetings. They not only discussed the content of the water area plan, but also gave advise about the participatory process and how
to communicate to the public.
The participatory planning process started at the beginning of 2006. But
important changes in the formulation of issues and stakes were only observed at the third meeting of the advisory group. This was at the beginning of 2007.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK & RESEARCH QUESTION
We analyze this process from the theoretical perspective of multistakeholder negotiation. The different actors of the area differ in important
aspects. They have different interests, different ways of organizing themselves, different kinds of knowledge and also different perspectives on
what the central issues are. We focus on the latter aspect by analyzing how
different stakeholders (including the waterboard) frame the issues in the
problem domain. By highlighting certain aspects of the situation at the expense of others, by drawing different boundaries around the issue and by
putting different elements at the core of the issue, people from different
backgrounds construct frames about the situation that sometimes differ
considerably from how others frame the issues (Dewulf 2006). At the same
time, people also position themselves (and others) in the problem domain
thus constructed – issue and stake are often framed at the same time. The
stakes of actors emerge from the same discourse in which issues are
framed and a need for action is generated. The impact a certain action has
with respect to an actor constitutes his interest in the problem domain. As
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such the actor’s stake and position are linked to how he frames the issue
(Lawrence et al., 1999). Social relations and language use are important
elements that constitute the discursive process of issue framing. For reaching a negotiated agreement, changes in how the issues and stakes are
framed are often necessary (Putnam and Holmer 1992). When and how
these framings of issues and stakes actually change in an interactive decision-making process remains an important question in the literature. From
an interactional approach to framing, it is important to not only consider
when and how individual persons change their minds, but also when and
how changes of issue framings occur in the interactions - because it is in
this interactional context that an agreement has to be forged. Therefore, the
central question we address in this paper is at what points and how changes
appear in the way stakeholders in this interactive planning process frame
and reframe the issues and their stake in it.

METHOD
This water area planning process has been investigated by us as part of the
research project NeWater (‘New Approaches to Adaptive Water Management under Uncertainty’). Some NeWater researchers, including ourselves,
contributed to the design, facilitation and evaluation of the process. During
the actual multi-stakeholder meetings, our own position was limited to that
of observer, though invited by the waterboard. We were present at all
meetings, most of which were also video or audio recorded. We also disposed of the documents produced by the waterboard for this process. For
the analysis presented here, we overviewed the process for important
changes and selected the 3rd advisory group meeting for closer analysis of
how these changes emerged during the interaction process. A full transcription of the recording of this meeting was made and interaction analysis was applied to it.
The meeting had a duration of 2 hours and 16 minutes. The whole transcript comprises 640 paragraphs. When using citations from the transcript
in this paper we will refer to the corresponding paragraph number with ‘§’.
Participants at this meeting were representatives of the waterboard, the
province, two municipalities, the national farmers’ organisation (with a local and a national representative), the national fruit farmers’ organisation
(with a local and a national representative), the agricultural nature and
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landscape association, the natural-historical association and a public service administering land reclamation.

RESULTS
Hereafter we document three changes over the course of the process and
analyze how these emerged in the third advisory group meeting:
1) the differentiation of issue framing and stake of the waterboard,
2) the differentiation of issue framing and stake of the farmers,
3) changes in the mode of interaction among stakeholders.
The differentiation of issue framing and stake of the
waterboard
Having the formal responsibility to deliver the water area plan, the waterboard initiated the planning process and acted as the convenor and the organisor of the process. They decided on which steps in the participatory
process to take, they invited the stakeholders, they led the meetings and
wrote the minutes, and they communicated the challenges and potential
measures to the public. They cared for constructive conversations and
wanted input from all parties to draw a water area plan with their consent.
In the first two meetings the waterboard tried to make an inventory of all
the local water problems. They framed the problem domain as unambiguous, as if it didn’t matter who reported on which water problem, and gave
the impression that their technical expertise was going to provide an overall solution.
In the opening of the third meeting of the advisory group the chairman,
a waterboard representative, announced the differentiation of roles. An external facilitator was engaged to lead the discussion they wanted to participate in. The project leader and another employee from the waterboard
planning department presented the objectives and required outcomes of the
water area plan, the bottlenecks for regional water management and the
measures to be taken. They formulated two extreme scenario’s and the dilemma resulting from them.
For the first time they formulated a specific interest by putting a specific
mission frame on the table (“we are water level managers, we are not water suppliers”). As a consequence they limited the actions that could be ex-
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pected from them to what they termed their ‘legal tasks’ and rejected responsibility to solve the problem of water supply. “We are obliged to solve
water damage, because that’s in the national water policy directive and we
also must take care for sufficient water drainage. But the waterboard may
choose, or must be willing to solve, the water problems in summer for agriculture, the water problems through night frost for the fruit sector in the
actual situation, and the water problems through night frost for the actual
and the future fruit sector.” (§181 - §183)
At the same time they framed certain aspects of the situation as given
and as such reduced the solution space. E.g. taxes among farmers cannot
be differentiated: “And the last thing is that in fact, juridically speaking,
you can’t have a different tax for e.g. fruit farmers and cattle farmers. Of
course all landholders in this area pay the same tax. So, speaking about
the costs of these measures, you will have to distribute it evenly over the
area, this tax” (§248). Also people must be willing to sell stretches of their
land along the watercourses: “Yes, we assume voluntariness when talking
about buying land to enlarge the watercourses. People have to be willing
to cooperate, and if they don’t want to cooperate, then we can only try to
enforce the measures and that’s a difficult discussion.” (§242) From this
meeting on they stressed the need for cooperation and sharing responsibility to solve the problem.
Simultaneously with the differentiation of their stake changes occurred
in the waterboard’s issue framing. A very crucial one is the curtailing of
the problem domain in which water level management is given a very central place while water supply has been excluded. Other changes in the waterboard’s issue framing are described in the next paragraph as they go together with the differentiation of issue framing and stakes among different
groups of farmers.
The differentiation of issue framing and stake of the farmers
In the first two meetings the waterboard described the water problems of
the area mainly in physical and technical terms identifying problems of
water level, water quantity and quality. In their initial issue framing they
named the problem of water shortage but didn’t point to specific actors.
Fruit farming practices such as irrigation during summer and sprinkling
to avoid frost damage in spring were leading to peak demands of water.
For cattle farmers, irrigation is not economically feasible. In the course of
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the 3 meetings the technical problem solving by the waterboard pointed
more and more towards the enlargement of several main watercourses. In
the third meeting the waterboard added to this some “problems at a high
level”. They worried about the increasing water demand as the fruit sector
in the area is growing. They also made explicit the different water needs of
fruit and cattle farmers and called it an imbalance between parties. And finally they raised the question of who had to pay for what they framed as an
“extra-ordinary” water supply. But putting a dilemma on the table about
whether water for fruit farming is a public interest, a water supply issue
was reframed to a fruit sector issue.
Although the conflicting interests of fruit and cattle farmers were expressed earlier by individual farmers in more informal circumstances,
meeting 3 was the first formal setting where this was brought on the table.
A confirmation of the opposing interests was given only twice from the
side of the farmers, more precisely by the local representative. About the
non-differentiated tax he expressed a feeling of injustice. “In the end they
must find it unjust, because as we. The agriculture, that is growing, but
hardly used more water than the years before, it’s too expensive. Look,
they can have it! Water is necessary for them, but then you should make
the distinction and that’s very easy to do” (§256). At another point in the
discussion the same representative pointed to the implications of watercourse enlargement for the cattle farmers. “I don’t know what you mean by
voluntarily. Is this about giving away your land? But yes, agriculture is
mainly situated in the middle of this area. And well, land is scarce. And I
think, most of them, well if watercourses are going to be enlarged, that will
be mostly about cattle farm land, I think, because that is where the watercourses are. So, what does voluntarily mean ?” (§528)
Accompanying changes in interaction modes
The differentiation of issues and stakes discussed above went together with
changes in interaction. Evolving over time we saw a change from unidirectional to bi- and multidirectional communication.
Frame selling

In the beginning of the planning process much of the meeting time was
taken by the waterboard to present their view on the situation to the other
stakeholders (frame selling), without much time for reactions of the “public”. The sheer amount of information presented (including a large number
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of maps and tables) also made it difficult for the participants to meaningfully react or oppose. This interaction mode consists mainly of persuasive
communication (cf. sales model of innovation, Bouwen and Fry 1991).
Frame filling

In the course of the planning process more and more opportunities were
created for bidirectional exchange during the meetings. (e.g. discussion in
break-out groups). These conversations were aimed at collecting information from the stakeholders to be integrated in the problem as framed by the
waterboard, which will refer to here as frame filling.
The first two advisory group meetings as well as the first area evening
meeting aimed at making an inventory of the water bottlenecks in the region. People were asked to identify sites on the map having problems of
the following types: “too dry/too wet” (groundwater and precipitation
problems), “too much/too little water” (problems with surface water level
fluctuations) and “too much/too little water life” (ecological problems).
These are very specific questions leading the answers of the participants in
the sense that they do not allow for questioning the technical problem
frame in itself. As such the conversation in the groups remained highly
structured while producing lists of problem sites to fill the information
gaps in an overall issue frame developed by the waterboard.
Frame negotiation

At the beginning of meeting 3 frame selling and frame filling were still
present but in the course of the meeting a third interaction mode could be
distinguished.
As the waterboard brings to the table a more complete analysis of the
situation and new ideas about the problem and the actions needed, they
benefit from a situation in which their representative is given the floor and
where moments of questioning and discussion are controlled. But in comparison to previous meetings less time was spent on presenting their case
and convincing the other stakeholders.
The third meeting opened with pointing to the advising function of the
group. “We don’t take decisions in this group. In the end our committee
will have to make a comparative assessment and take the final decisions.”
(§44) The discussion of the dilemma was organised as an exercise to collect on the one hand arguments in favour of each side of the dilemma (to
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support the same discussion in the waterboard committee later) and on the
other hand to receive feedback on how to organise the discussion of this
dilemma with the landowners, fruit and cattle farmers at the next area evening meeting. The members of the advisory group were invited more than
once to give arguments for their view on the dilemma.
For the first time however an important part of the time was spent on a
more open discussion with multidirectional exchange. There the formulation of the dilemma and how the dilemma would be brought to the public
was negotiated. Two stretches of talk from the beginning of the dilemma
discussion are given below as an example of frame negotiation.
The waterboard proposed the dilemma – Is fruit farming representing a
public interest rather than a separate economic sector ? – to the advisory
group and asked whether they recognised this as an important dilemma
about the area. This initiated a conversation on the mission of the waterboard. The following group members participated in this conversation: the
national representative of the farmers’ organisation (A), the facilitator (B),
a waterboard employee of the planning department (C) and the chairman
(D).
Extract 1. §366 - §372
(§366) A: “If you put it that way, because if that is how you put it I don’t
think it is a good statement. Because the waterboard should act according
to the collective principle, they have a number of collective tasks. And on
top of that you have to put what is generic and what is above the generic,
what is extra in relation to a particular sector or industry or whatever.
And how are you going to (---).”
(§367) B: “You can say that the waterboard has a collectivity interest in
view, and that is what the waterboard is for. Is that what you are saying ?”
(§368) A: “Yes, until now, unless (----).”
(§369) C: “I would like to react. We have been sorting this out and that
was what I tried to show in my slide. The waterboard has a task in water
drainage and the waterboard will have to supply as much water as to
avoid emptying of the ditches but the waterboard has no supply duty meaning not having to deliver water.”
(§370) B: “So a collectivity interest and task yes, but there are limits to
that.”
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(§371) A: “Maintenance of the water level, because it is your duty to
maintain a certain water level.”
(§372) C: “Yes.”
The representative of the farmers’ organisation says the proposed dilemma isn’t a good statement. First of all he points to the collective tasks
the waterboard has to carry out and so shifts the responsibility into the direction of the waterboard (who then has to argue why fruit farming is not
part of the collective tasks of the waterboard). In the initial formulation of
the dilemma however the responsibility is shifted to the fruit sector who
then would have to argue that they indeed are representing a public interest. After that the farmers’ organisation makes a distinction between generic and above generic tasks that is picked up by the waterboard employee. She names the duty-bound tasks and delimits them by naming
what is not part of it. The facilitator summarizes but interestingly reformulates “collective principle” to “collective interest” which is much closer to
the expression “public interest” in the initial dilemma. Shifting the onus of
proof to the waterboard by the intervention of the farmers’ organisation
seems to succeed as the waterboard indeed starts to explain why water
supply does not belong to their duties. (“meaning not having to deliver water”) The representative of the farmers’ organisation reacts by naming the
duty-bound tasks “maintenance of the water level”. This formulation is a
much more far-reaching formulation of the waterboard task than the one
used by the waterboard employee (“avoiding emptying of ditches”). Moreover a far-reaching but possible implication of this statement could be that
the water level has to be maintained also at moments of huge water use.
Extract 2. §377 - §385
(§377) A: “Of course the problem is, if you suddenly start the discussion
haphazardly so to say, that you will have to intervene even more because
then, otherwise you will get too much empty talk. That’s the problem I
have with this discussion. Because everybody understands reasonably well
that there is a collectivity principle somewhere that should not be (--) in
favour of a particular industry or enterprise, a particular city or village
etc., because then you will mess it up. And everyone can feel whether you
are excessively working for a particular industry or village, or for a sector, exceeding the mandatory task, that you have to think it over, how you
are going to deal with that and solve it. Well everyone understands that.
The only thing is from how far, if that is how you put it, fruit farming public interest or separate industry sector, then you get this empty talk. While
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the discussion has to be approached making more subtle distinctions. That
was the background of my remark.”
(§378) B: “(--) the underlying dilemma ?”
(§379) A: “Yes, that is clear, only you have to make the necessary differentiations for achieving a good discussion.”
(§380) B: “That’s important because with these dilemma’s we want to go
and talk to the public. So then it is very important that we catch the right
dilemma, well formulated. So, if you say, well this doen not communicate”
(§381) A: “Yes indeed, this does not communicate.”
(§382) B: “then we have to search for another dilemma or another formulation of it.”
(§383) A: “Exactly.”
(§385) D: “Maybe the suggestion mr. A did already, about what are generic measures and what should be above generic, maybe that his suggestion is more on the right track.”
The representative of the farmers’ organisation says that the proposed
dilemma will mainly yield empty talk. He draws attention to people’s
awareness of the collective principle and to the fact that they can easily
recognise the unequal treatment of different parties. In this respect he admits that tasks directed to more specific target groups should be approached in a different way. It is concluded that another formulation of the
dilemma is needed. An earlier suggestion of the farmers’ organisation is
picked up by the chairman of the meeting.
The interaction sequences described above show how a fruit sector issue
(fruit farming, public interest or separate economic sector) is reformulated
into an issue about the waterboard’s duty. This reframing is the result of a
discursive process with multidirectional communication among the actors.

DISCUSSION
We will discuss here the three aspects of differentiation of issues and
stakes that have been described in the results section:
1) The framing of the waterboard moved from an overarching position
in the domain and no specific stake to a differentiated position including
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both (1) a delimited framing of the domain and a much more specific framing of their own stake, and at the same time (2) an overarching framing of
the domain and a general stake.
At the start of the planning process the problem domain was defined as a
list of technical problems within pre-defined categories and for which one
overall solution could be found. They framed the problem domain as unambiguous and did not take into account who reported on which problem.
The general stake of the waterboard was reflected by the concern to deliver
a water area plan in time (§44 “At the end of this year we have to deliver a
water area plan for approval”) and with consent of all interest parties.
Therefore they took up the role of convener.
Governmental organizations like waterboards derive convening power
from their statutory authority (Gray 1989). However, being a stakeholder
in the problem as well, the convener role may become a pitfall. If the convener is suspected of bias, other stakeholders may refuse to participate
(Gray 1989). The required neutrality in the problem domain doesn't allow
the convener to defend or express specific interests. Additionally, the
overarching position of the convener often leads to a shift of responsibility
from the other actors towards the convenor. Once the convener is aware of
his specific interests it is not easy to make the responsibility shared by all
the stakeholders around the table.
From the third meeting on, the waterboard left this overarching position.
In our opinion this was due to three coinciding events that occurred within
the three months between the second and the third advisory group meeting.
After the second meeting a reflection workshop had been organised with
waterboard and province representatives. Different meanings of interactive
planning were discussed. And the roles of waterboard, province ánd researchers were clarified. It was agreed to give more importance to the core
group who started functioning from then on more actively.
In the same period the waterboard did a lot of work in the field measuring watercourses and inspecting technical installations. The measurements
were used as input for modeling work about the amount of water that has
to be drained and supplied. Inconsistencies in the modeling results showed
them the inefficiency of their current models (water drainage models) to
simulate water supply. Interestingly, this led them to reflect and conclude
that an extra-ordinary water demand problem was not their responsibility.
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As a third driver for change we would like to mention the appointment
of a new project leader. He observed the situation in the area with fresh
eyes and provided his employer new ideas. As an external expert he was
less determined by internalroutines or relations and therefore could get
ideas introduced that were considered impossible before.
The waterboard representatives entered the third meeting with new insights and soon formulated a much more specific stake with the restriction
of their mission and responsibility. They didn't position themselves anymore above the process of issue framing but participated in it and framed
the domain in a more delimited way, excluding from it an extra-ordinary
water demand by fruit sector.
In the course of the meeting the specific interest of the waterboard became more differentiated, gradually including more and more aspects of
their stake in the planning process. Through the interaction that took place
additional concerns emerged, such as creating imbalances between parties
in the area, changing water law, having to enforce measures on people, coordinating policies with province and municipalities, estimating future water demand. Simultaneously the limitation of the problem domain became
more and more clear by the aspects that were framed as given.
In addition to this differentiated position they continued acting as a convener. As such the overall commitment to reach an agreement was not lost.
During the third meeting, the difficult combination of both roles, convener
and interest party, was made feasible by separating the roles over different
persons.

2) The farmers’ organisation moved to a more specific and internally
diversified framing of the problem domain and their stakes in it.
This change was initiated by the waterboard. Their concern not to create
imbalances in the area led them to describe the gains and costs of water
supply. The conflicting interests of fruit and cattle farmers were discursively constructed through the waterboard’s statements and the subsequent
discussion. This shows how an actor’s interests can be framed by other actors and how interests emerge out of a discursive process of negotiation
(Lawrence et al. 1999, pp. 490-493).
The diversified framing of the farmers’ stake also led to further development of the issue framing. Pointing to the fruit sector as causing the wa-
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ter level fluctuations generated new issue elements to be put on the table.
Injustice of water law and scarcity of agricultural land in the area were
added by the local farmers’ representative and as such also led to a different framing of the issue by fruit and cattle farmers. This sequence of
themes in the negotiation shows how interests link actors to issues (Lawrence et al. 1999, p. 492) and how the meaning of these elements develops
over the course of the interactive planning process.
Interestingly the parties involved reacted in different ways to the waterboard’s statements. The national representative of the farmer’s organisation managed not to say anything that was more in favour of one of the two
groups. After all the association counts fruit farmers as well as cattle farmers among its members. The fruit farmers’ representatives didn’t connect
nor disconnect to the fruit sectors stake as formulated by the waterboard.
The local representative of the farmer’s organisation is the only one who
confirms the waterboard’s frame of the farmers’ stake. He points to the
disadvantages cattle farmers will be suffering when the watercourses
would be enlarged, but only twice and in a moderate way.
As we know from oral communications later in the planning process the
representatives of the farmers were concerned about polarisation. Fruit and
cattle farmers have been living and working as neighbours in the same area
for a long time. Good neighbourliness also is one of their interests. In these
circumstances the differences among the two groups seem to be experienced as too difficult, too delicate to talk about. An unfortunate implication of this kind of conflict avoidance and not “doing differences” (Dewulf
2006) is the loss of information that otherwise could be helpful in the decision-making process. Moreover a water area plan that does not differentiate between these two groups will again be confronted with these differences in its implementation phase.

3) The differentiation of issues and stakes went together with changes in
interaction. Our results allowed to draw a distinction between the following modes of interaction. Frame selling is the presentation of one’s own
view on the situation without much opportunity to react for the others. It
can be characterized by its unidirectional communication and the aim to
convince the other party. Frame filling is a process of information gathering to further develop or complete one’s own view on the situation. It is
characterized by bidirectional communication and the aim to consult other
parties. Frame negotiation is an open communication process with multidirectional exchange. This mode of interaction is especially important in
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situations where parties still have to define what has to be negotiated
about, explore what the underlying interests are and search for innovative
ways to integrate and meet these interests.
Our point of departure is that an agreement has to be forged in the interaction among stakeholders. According to Putnam & Holmer (1992),
“Frames or the ways negotiators conceive of problems are co-constructed
through interaction as both parties adjust and react to each other’s arguments”; and “Social interaction is the critical instigator of changes in
frames”. Our findings from analyzing the interaction in the Kromme Rijn
planning process show that different modes of interaction occur of which
frame negotiation is the one that allows for the differentiation of issues and
stakes.
Frame negotiation in the case described progressed through a variety of
issue elements and stakes that were put on the table by different actors.
Other actors may connect or disconnect their framing to certain elements.
At the end of the meeting many elements were still on the table, this is
without being disconnected or disqualified as irrelevant. The possibility to
pick them up later in the planning process remains but has not been assured yet. Therefore it is difficult to estimate which level of agreement has
been reached.
Frame negotiation is a demanding process. Multidirectional exchange
alone is not sufficient for differentiation. In addition to the direction of
communication its quality is highly important. In this sense it is remarkable that differentiation of issue framings and stakes occurred in a group of
people who met only for the third time. From a group development perspective it is a real challenge to create the necessary safety and possibilities for contact.

CONCLUSIONS
We conclude that differentiation in how issues and stakes are framed is a
potentially important kind of change in interactive decision-making processes. In this case, it allowed the waterboard to take up an interested stakeholder role apart from their overarching convening role. This in turn led to
a differentiation within the farmers’ stakeholder group, which allowed the
different stakes of cattle and fruit farmers to be included in the discussion
and search for solutions. Finally it appears that a multidirectional frame
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negotiation, which became possible at a certain point in the process, was
helpful for the issue and stake differentiations to be discussed openly and
developed further in the interactive decision-making process.
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7 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR A BEHAVIOURAL
SIMULATION
by Art Dewulf, Greet François and Tharsi Taillieu

7.1 Simulation of multi-actor negotiation processes
7.1.1 Games and simulations
Games and simulations can help us understand and cope with the complex world in which we
live. They are used in a variety of disciplines to model, teach and research various kinds of
natural and social processes. A well-known variety of games in organizational contexts are the
business games, in which economical players devise strategies for maximizing financial output
over several rounds of the game. Although the denominations simulation and game are often
used interchangeably, simulation as a term is mostly used for either stand-alone computer
simulations of certain phenomena, or for tools that are more complex and varied than business
games, in terms of design, represented actors, modeled systems and possibilities for interaction.
Games and simulations have in common that they try to recreate part of an actually existing
system in a simplified and condensed manner, in order to use it as a research tool or a training
tool.
Klabbers (1996) analyzes three different approaches to games or simulations and the systems
they are supposed to represent, that correspond to three different learning environments. A first
approach is termed the rationalist tradition, where the functionality of a system is central to the
simulation. This functionality is conceived as an input – transformation – output function, which
will always yield the same output y for a given input x. These sort of systems are predictable
and history independent. The corresponding learning environment is the reproductive learning
environment, where problems are well defined and related to a specific body of disciplinary
knowledge. Knowledge has here a fixed character since it represents the invariant functionality
of the system.
A second approach is the historicist tradition. Knowledge here is dependent on context
dependent, formed by processing meaning, and not necessarily accumulative because historical
conditions change. In this tradition, multiple conceptions of a reality are acknowledged. A
system is conceived here as a function that is recursively dependent on the previous state of the
system. Output y is not only dependent on a transformation of input x, but also on the current
state of the system, which itself is recursively dependent on the previous state of the system. For
a large class of these kinds of systems, identifying their internal functions from input and output
pairs is impossible. A response for a given stimulus at one point in time may not be the same for
the same stimulus given later. Problem solving in interaction with these kinds of systems will
require applying heuristic techniques: continuously planning, monitoring, checking, and
revising options and alternatives. This creates a heuristic learning environment.
A third approach goes still a step further than the previous two by switching from a
deterministic approach to an actor approach. The (historical but deterministic) state function of
the historicist approach is replaced by actors and rules, in which actors have the possibility to
change the rules through communication and coordination. In this way they engage in a
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recursive, time- and context-dependent process of change, in which they produce, reproduce and
transform a social system of meaning. The corresponding learning environment here is the selforganizing learning environment, of which free-form games are good examples. Only a scenario
and a simple accounting system are provided to the players, who represent different actors.
Considering the use of simulations for research and training on issue framing in multi-actor
negotiations, free-form games seem to be most appropriate, since both functionalist and
historicist approaches would not allow for different framings to emerge and to be processed
interactively. Two important assumptions about the represented system in free-form games are
its recursive and multi-actor nature. For studying issue framing from an interactional approach,
these assumptions are warranted. The multi-actor assumption is warranted in the sense that the
actors co-construct the meaning of issues. The recursive assumption is very relevant too, in the
sense that the sequential nature of interaction implies recursiveness. The meaning of an interact
will differ given its particular where it appear in the sequence, and each interact is a reaction to
a reaction to a reaction etc. In fact, Klabbers (1996) has specifically argued for the use of these
kind of ‘free-form games’ for research and training with respect to problem framing. The actor
approach puts the players in an open situation and brings in competing conceptions and
preoccupations about reality. Free-form gaming focuses on the sensemaking processes between
the actors or participants: “Players engage in a process of creating order through multiple lines
of action and communication, producing and reproducing their social system” (p.78), much in
the same way as actors try to make sense of an ambiguous problem domain.

7.1.2 Multi-actor simulations
A number of free-form simulations of multi-actor negotiations have been developed, although
not specifically focused on issue framing. We will review these simulations while trying to
assess their relevance to the process of issue framing.
Egri, Feyerherm and Rogers (1997) report on the use of three different multi-party simulations
in a teaching context. A first one is a simulation that is self-designed by students. It involves at
least 6 hours of negotiation spread over three sessions. Groups of eight to ten students select a
topic that they would like to negotiate. Students must analyze a complex issue in terms of "who
needs to be at the table”, construct the specific roles they will play and build personal portfolios,
by identifying persons or institutions that represent their actor and accessing resources for
information. This can involve researching library or news articles, the internet, visiting sites or
interviewing people who hold similar positions. The purpose of the negotiation remains vague
and students may feel anxious or overwhelmed with the ambiguity of the assignment. Prior to
the first session each person prepares a ‘self-briefing memo’ that outlines major concerns,
strategies, and hopes for the negotiation. Since no formal chair is designated, a variety of
leadership skills and repertoires are displayed. Important moments are those where a
collaborative mode of working develops, which usually doesn’t occur before the third session.
The Environmental Round Table role-play simulation helps students develop an appreciation of
the challenges of multi-actor collaboration. The setting is the first meeting of a round table
involving 10 people representing different environmental, industrial and governmental interests.
One of these people is the chairperson and the task for this group is to develop a mission
statement to be released to the media in one hour’s time. Students are given individual
preparatory tasks, like reading on environmental round tables and on inter-organizational
collaboration and group decision making. After the one hour simulation and reading out of the
developed mission statement (or mission statements in case of multiple parallel groups) follows
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a collective debriefing. The developed mission statements are quite varied in scope, depth, and
the specific interests that are highlighted. With respect to the reaction of the ‘public’ of fellow
students to the mission statements, the authors report the following, which points to the
importance of differences in issue framing in this simulation.
The semantic ambiguity of text … is revealed as the audience questions presenters
about the specific meaning of words used, why certain words and concepts were left out
while others were included. Answers to such questions often entail an explanation of the
group's processes of negotiation and compromise that led to this outcome. Alternative
interpretations of certain words are discussed. For example, while one group may have
thought "sustainable development" was a neutral and widely accepted term, the
challenge from another group often is that from the radical environmentalist
perspective this is a very contentious concept.
A third simulation described by Egri et al. (1997) is a multi-party adaptation of Frond Lake,
involving a discussion about a pulp mill that is polluting a lake. The actors include the mill’s
management, the city mayor, a union representative, an environmental group and the state
Department of Natural Resources. This simulation takes about 3 to 4 hours to run and debrief.
Students are asked to prepare their role starting weeks in advance of the simulation. Five topic
areas are key to the negotiations: technology, plant closure, public relations, government
funding and regulatory fines. Students have an option sheet that lists their associated costs for
the options in each of these five topic area, and the cost implications of their best alternative to a
negotiated agreement (BATNA). Reaching an integrative solution requires that issues be dealt
with as a whole and not one by one. Groups usually reach agreement within the allotted
negotiating time of 90 minutes and solutions vary greatly in creativity. From the point of view
of issue framing, this simulation format seems less promising, since the crucial issues and the
options for solution are predefined and available for all participants on the score sheets.
Vansina, Taillieu & Callewaert (1997) developed a simulation called ‘The Yachtclub’ in which
seven interest parties can either compete, form partnerships or collaborate to make the best of an
emerging issue. Groups of participants represent the different parties and the focus is on
learning from the dynamic interactions between the parties, their representatives and the
creation of conditions favorable to collaborate or compete. Under these conditions social
processes emerge, including negotiating roles, installing procedures, setting ground rules,
enacting scripts and constructing identities (Vansina & Taillieu, 1997). The simulation allows
for maximum interaction. It is played in real time, and members of interest parties can meet
each other at their choosing, but the formal meeting of representatives is restricted by the time
the ‘town hall’ is made available. Each interest party can send one representative to the town
hall meeting; all other participants can follow the discussion from a large outer circle, they may
not intervene but can pass a written note to their representative if they wish. Parties are free to
change their representatives over different town hall meetings. The Yachtclub simulation has
been used mainly for training purposes, but also for research. Vansina & Taillieu (1996) report
on the analysis of a simulation run with consultants, based on observations by the simulation
facilitators, video-recordings of the four collective meetings, periodical questionnaires assessing
perceptions and intentions of the participants, and debriefing with the participants.
Specifically targeted at the topic of framing, an interactive web-based simulation has been
developed by Elliot, Kaufman and Gardner (2002). The kind of context that is simulated is
specifically targeted at framing and thus deserves our attention in exploring the possibilities of
simulating for the interactive process of issue framing. The web-based simulation tries to
combine the advantages of a detailed case study and a simulation, by providing a resource site
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on the internet that can be studied on its own or used as background information for interactive
simulation activities. The resource contains both case study materials, including e.g. newspaper
articles and maps, and theoretical resources about the frame typologies developed in Lewicki,
Gray and Elliot (2003). In itself, the website offers a way of working through a fictitious
environmental conflict with specific attention for the kind of frames that each party draws on.
Although this offers numerous advantages compared to classic case study formats, it is only
when interaction activities are added that it becomes a real simulation in the sense we discussed
above. Otherwise identification with a specific actor remains on an imaginative and individual
level.
The different interactive multi-actor simulations discussed here have in common that they are
open-ended. This has implications for their use in both training and research settings. As Egri et
al. (1997) conclude, “active learning methods do not offer the security of a known outcome.
They are deliberately inconclusive. They create a cauldron of doubts, inconsistencies, pressure,
and unfolding surprises that mimic life (March, 1994). They focus less on analytic precision
than on refining awareness about the effects behavior has on self and others. Learning is more
personal and there is less external assurance that it has occurred at all”. What is learned from
these simulations depends to some extent on what the participants are willing to invest in
preparing it, in taking the simulated context seriously and deploying their creativity.
For research purposes, this open-ended character clearly differentiates simulations from
experiments: there is no manipulation of independent variables over different conditions, and
the point is not to evaluate the results in terms of one or a few dependent variables. Open-ended
simulations are more like field settings than like experiments. In both open-ended simulations
and field settings, the researcher has little control over the course of events, and the relevance or
usability of the gathered data for a specific research question is not always guaranteed. The
methodological approach for using data from simulations is therefore somewhat similar to using
data from field settings.

7.1.3 Development of the simulation “Podocarpus National Park”
Although multi-actor simulations of various kinds exist, as described above, we felt the need for
a free-form simulation that would satisfy a combination of the following criteria. In order to
learn about the interactive process of issue framing, different groups need to be able to
assimilate the particular perspectives and interests of the actor they will represent, and the
simulation should create ample opportunity for interaction between (representatives of) multiple
actors. The simulation has to be suitable for both training and research purposes. For training
purposes it should offer intensive experiential learning opportunities for as many participants as
possible, but it should also allow for different roles and levels of involvement. It should also
offer the possibility of debriefing, including feedback from the other participants. For research
purposes however, the flow of the simulation should not be disturbed by debriefing sessions or
steered by interventions of the moderator, so that the flow of the simulation mimics, although in
condensed form, the flow of multi-actor processes in real life contexts. The duration of the
simulation should be limited since in most educational contexts, both academic and
professional, time is scarce and, although longer simulations often do allow for more learning
opportunities, an e.g. two-day simulation is often unfeasible. The simulated multi-actor context
needs to be readily understandable by different and mixed target groups, minimizing the time
needed for assimilating the relevant aspects of the context and specific actor information. Both
inter- and intra-group interaction processes are relevant, so the simulation should allow
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opportunities for both. Finally, the simulation should be flexible, both with respect to number of
players, duration and technical complexity.
The approach we took to developing the Podocarpus National Park simulation is closest to
Vansina & Taillieu (1997). We took their design as a starting point, but adapted several aspects
in trying to meet the aforementioned criteria. Designing a simulation consists basically of
setting up an interaction context for participants. In this case important elements of the general
context are actors and issues. Apart from descriptions of the general multi-actor context, a
proximal context has to be designed, clarifying the setting for interaction in terms of timing,
location and objectives of the interaction moments.
The new simulation has been designed on the basis of the real case of the co-management of the
Podocarpus National Park in southern Ecuador2. A general context description was elaborated,
mentioning basic facts about the park, the involved actors and a series of problems to be
tackled. The general description also includes geographical information on road infrastructure,
mining concessions, vegetation and park areas. Specific actor information, including their
specific perspective on the issue and available resources, has been made for 5 actors: the
Foundation, the Municipality, the Miners, the Farmers and the Ministry of Environmental
Affairs. The objective set for this group of actors is to reach an agreement on actions to be taken
in order to assure the effective management of the national park. Although the simulation is
geographically located in a remote country, at least from the point of view of westerners, the
idea of a national park on which different groups lay different claims is sufficiently familiar to
many people.
The aforementioned criteria led to the following design options for the simulation. We tried to
limit the minimally playing time to 3 hours, excluding introduction time (about 20 minutes) and
debriefing time (minimum 40 minutes).
The introduction consists of a presentation given by the moderator, introducing the concept of a
simulation, the general context and task description, and the different phases and rules. The
introduction ends with dividing the participants in 5 actor groups of 3 to 6 participants, and
giving them their specific actor information.
The general context description is detailed on a 5 page hand-out, including background
information about the country, the park, its problems and the involved actors. This hand-out can
be distributed beforehand in paper or electronic form. The specific actor information for the
different actor groups consist of one page additional information about the situation, the actor’s
stake in it, its relation with other actors and the available resources, formulated from the
perspective of this specific actor.
A sequence of six interaction phases is foreseen in the temporal design of the simulation, each
taking 30 minutes:
−

Internal meetings (30’)

−

First committee meeting (30’)

The contextual and geographical information was obtained from a CD-ROM with a digital
information system about the park (Parque Nacional Podocarpus, 1999) and more background
with respect to the involved actors and their stake in the situation was obtained from academic
personnel of ACORDES (University of Cuenca, Ecuador), who have given training in different
areas of the Podocarpus National Park.

2
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−

Bilateral visits (30’)

−

Second committee meeting (30’)

−

Bilateral visits (30’)

−

Third and final committee meeting (30’)

During the internal meetings each group retreats to its assigned private room or table.
Interaction with other groups is not allowed in this phase. These internal meetings allow the
different actors to review the available information and to discuss the issues internally, develop
a strategy and decide on who they will send as a representative to the first committee meeting.
This committee meeting is the first inter-group interaction opportunity, where the issue framing
diversity is very likely to emerge. During committee meetings only one representative per actor
can participate, while the others can only observe the meeting. The bilateral visits phase allows
the different actors to meet bilaterally for further conversation. Conversations between more
than three actors are not allowed in this phase. The groups are allowed to split up to go and talk
with different other groups if they want to, creating plenty of interaction possibilities and setting
a challenge for intra-group coordination.
The committee meetings can easily be recorded on video, and depending on technical
possibilities, internal and bilateral conversations can also be either video or audio recorded in
order to obtain the complete registration of the interaction process. The recordings can serve the
double purpose of replaying certain parts of the simulation for debriefing with the participants
and of registering the flow of the simulation as research data. Although one can object to
combining training and research objectives in one simulation for not fully optimizing the design
in favor of either of them, combining also carries important advantages. If simulations are used
as a tool for experiential learning (Kolb, 1984), the participants are likely to be more motivated
to engage in the simulation in order to learn something from it, while less motivation can be
expected if the simulation is just something they do or have to do as a favor to the researcher.
Free-form simulations offer this possibility of combining learning goals with research goals
because of their open format.
Debriefing is an integral part of using the simulation for experiential learning about issue
framing in multi-actor negotiations. It requires participants to get on a level beyond the
discussion they were having during the simulation and focus on the experience they went
through, on their own and other’s understandings of the situations, on significant moments, on
the way of dealing with each other, and so forth. From our experience with the simulation,
useful starting point for debriefing include asking each individual to rate their satisfaction with
the outcome and with the process of the simulation; or asking each group about their original
goals, the strategy they adopted and the changes in goals or strategy throughout the simulation.
Exchanging this information among participants results usually in vivid illustrations of diversity
in goals, strategies and satisfaction. Starting from the reported experiences, the moderator can
offer theoretical concepts and background for helping the participants to develop experientially
grounded and theoretically relevant insights into the multi-actor processes.
The simulation can be flexibly adapted for use in different circumstances. The total number of
participants can vary between 15 and 30, taking a minimum of 3 and a maximum of 6 persons
per actor group as reference points. Three is the minimal number to be able to speak of a group,
while in groups of more than 6 people the possibilities for active participation in the discussions
become limited. The duration of the simulation can also be adapted, in a number of ways. The
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introduction and preparation can be enriched by asking participants to study the general context
and/or the specific actor information beforehand. The different phases can also be made longer
or the timing can be left to the participants to decide, reducing the time pressure somewhat.
Technical complexity can be increased by giving the actor groups the additional A3-sized color
maps of the region, which contain basic layers of common information and specific layers of
extra information only available to that group.
The general information and the specific actor information were refined over several trial runs
with the simulation. Changes in the general information consisted of providing more concrete
background information about the country, the different zones in the park, and the population of
the villages. The specific actor information was changed by including some additional
interdependencies between the actors, to prevent participants from easily reasoning away the
problems or to suggest miracle solutions (e.g. ‘tourism will solve everything’).

7.2 Simulating adaptive management
Designing a behavioural simulation for learning about adaptive management requires the
simulation of a number of different phenomena:
-

dealing with multiple actors having a stake in the management of the water resources

-

dealing with multiple perspectives or frames about the problem domain

-

dealing with unpredictable changes that affect the management process

-

taking decisions based on incomplete information

-

learning about the situation and about other actors as the management process evolves

As a source of inspiration for a new adaptive management simulation, we first present an
overview of the Kromme Rijn case.
Afterwards we specify the design requirements for the new simulation, based on the list above.
In general, the simulation will be based upon the principles of the Podocarpus National Park
simulation specified above. However, the design will be adjusted and complemented to simulate
adaptive management processes specifically.

7.2.1 The Kromme Rijn case
As part of our work in the NeWater project we had the opportunity to observe and reflect on a
participatory process to define a water area plan. The plan was directed to the area between the
river Kromme Rijn and the Amsterdam-Rijn canal in The Netherlands.
The water management in this region is under the authority of the waterboard
Hoogheemraadschap De Stichtse Rijnlanden, located in the municipality of Houten. The dotted
line in fig. 1 shows the course of the river the Neder-Rijn which is the south border of their
authority region. In Wijk-bij-Duurstede water from the Neder-Rijn is let into the Kromme Rijn.
This tributary of the Neder-Rijn meanders through the landscape and, crossing the area of
Groenraven-Oost, flows to the city of Utrecht. The straight line in fig. 1 represents the canal,
continuing to the west until Amsterdam. It has been dug by Rijkswaterstaat in the fifties. The
black line in fig. 1 is designating the range of the so-called “water area plan between Kromme
Rijn and Amsterdam-Rijn canal”.
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Fig. 1 : The area ‘between Kromme Rijn and Amsterdam-Rijn canal’

The waterboard has to draw water plans for several areas that are part of their authority region.
Because of difficulties with the planning processes in Langbroekerwetering and GroenravenOost, they choose for a more participative process in the area between Kromme Rijn and
Amsterdam-Rijn canal.
Through the geo-physical processes of erosion and sedimentation the windings of the river
Kromme Rijn moved with time and formed the natural landscape in the basin. This resulted in a
mix of wetlands in the low-lying parts and dryer lands along the (earlier) river embankments.
On the wetlands used as grassland cattle farming is located. On the dryer parts used as orchards
you find fruit farming. The main land use in the area is agriculture. Fishery, recreation and
nature concerns are present but to a much lesser extent.
All this land was brought into cultivation thanks to a system of ditches and dikes. They were
dug from the 10th century on. Small groups of farmers worked together “to keep someone else’s
water out of their land”. This type of collaboration developed later into a system of numerous
small waterboards. Through the centuries technical as well as organisational changes took place
resulting in the following situation at present. An area of 60 km2 is since 1994 under the
authority of one waterboard. However in this area are still 91 water levels to be maintained (91
‘peilgebieden’). On a distance of 140 km of ditches and watercourses many pieces of technical
equipment have been installed in the field: 400 culverts, 90 weirs and 25 pumping-engines.
Water area plans are part of a national governmental regulation directed at a sustainable water
system in The Netherlands by 2015. The plans consist of 2 types of outcomes. One is a decision
on which water level is going to be maintained where and when in the area. The other one is a
water infrastructure plan enabling the robust management of the water surface system. Water
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area plans have been imposed upon the waterboards to avoid excess water, to balance the
interests of different parties in the area and to improve the ecological quality of the surface
water. It is the formal responsability of the waterboards to deliver the water area plans in time to
the province and to coordinate them with the water plans of the municipalities.
At the start of the planning process a broad stakeholder analysis has been made by the
waterboard and the researchers. At the kick-off meeting many people were invited and they
were asked to what extent they wanted to be involved in the planning process. On the basis of
these answers 3 groups were formed. The core group was formed by representatives of the
province, 3 municipalities and the waterboard itself. They were responsable for the process. The
core group members together with the representatives of several organised stakeholders (see
further) formed the advisory group. These people wanted to be consulted about the water area
plan, its challenges and the measures to be selected. Several stakeholder representatives only
wanted to be kept informed well. In the course of the planning process also evening meetings
for the public were organised. They were directed to the inhabitants in general or to landowners
more specifically and aimed at informing and consulting them.
Between the different levels of participation there was a systematic interaction. The core group
prepared the meetings and workshops with the advisory group. The advisory group served as a
sounding board to prepare the area evening meetings. They not only discussed the content of the
water area plan, but also gave advise about the participatory process and how to communicate to
the public.
In the NeWater research team colleagues from RIZA, Rijkswaterstaat and ICIS, Universiteit
Maastricht were involved in the design, facilitation and evaluation of the participatory process.
We (COPP, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven) observed all the advisory group meetings. From
the 2nd meeting on – once the waterboard people got to know us and our research objectives
better – we were allowed to make audio recordings.
For the analysis we present here, we selected the 3rd advisory group meeting. A transcription of
the recording was made and conversation analysis was applied to it. Participants at this meeting
were representatives of: the waterboard (3 people), the province, 2 municipalities, the national
agricultural and horticultural organisation (a local and a provincial representative), the national
fruit farmers organisation (a local and a national representative), the agricultural nature and
landscape association, the natural-historical association and a public service administering land
reclamation.
After the 2nd meeting a reflection workshop had been organised with waterboard and province
representatives. There different interpretations of participation were discussed, as well as the
influence of practical constraints like time pressure and interdisciplinarity. The preparation of
technical content and the careful design of the process were experienced as competing for the
limited time available. Also the roles of waterboard, province ánd researchers were clarified and
it was agreed to give more importance to the core group. As the core group started to function
more actively, other actors started to play their role, creating possibilities for enlarging the
problem.
In the same period the waterboard did a lot of work in the field measuring watercourses and
inspecting technical installations. The measurements were used as input for modelling work
about the amount of water that has to be drained and supplied. Inconsistencies in the modelling
results showed them the inefficiency of their current models (water drainage models) to
simulate water supply. Surprisingly this made them aware of the fact that meeting an extraordinary water demand does not fit their main task.
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As a 3rd driver for change we would like to mention the appointment of a new project leader.
Because of insufficient capacity among their own employees the waterboard hired a consultant
to lead the planning process. This opened up new possibilities for the participatory process. The
new project leader observed the situation in the area with fresh eyes and feeded back to his
employer new ideas. As an external expert he was less determined by internal paterns, routines
or relations and therefore could get ideas introduced that were considered impossible before.
The coincidence of these events within three months between the 2nd and the 3rd advisory
group meeting has led in our opinion to a differentiation of issues and stakes. To understand
where and when in the process this differentiation emerged, we analysed into more detail the
change in the waterboard position and in how they formulated the issue.
Having the formal responsibility to deliver the water area plan the waterboard initiated the
planning process. From the beginning they acted as the convenor and the organisor of the
process. They decided on which steps in the participatory process to take, they invited the
stakeholders, they led the meetings and reported on them, and they communicated the
challenges and potential measures to the public. They cared for constructive conversations and
wanted input from all parties to draw a water area plan with consent. The waterboard controlled
the planning process and took responsibility for it. In the first two meetings the waterboard tried
to inventorize all local water problems. They gave the impression that their technical expertise
was going to provide an overall solution. They framed the problem domain as unambiguous, as
if it didn’t matter who reported on which water problem, as if they could figure out the only and
best solution.
This overarching position was however hampering the defence of their own interests. In the 3rd
meeting of the advisory group they started separating roles. An external facilitator was engaged
to lead the discussion they wanted to participate in. For the first time they formulated their
specific interest by making an underlying mission frame explicit (“we are water level managers,
we are no water suppliers”). As a consequence they limited the actions that could be expected
from them to their ‘legal tasks’ and gave back responsability to solve the problem of water
supply. At the same time they framed things as given (e.g. taxes among farmers can not be
differentiated, people must be willing to sell land) and as such reduced the solution space. From
this meeting on they stressed the need for cooperation and sharing responsability to solve the
problem.
We saw the waterboard moving from an overarching position in the domain and no specific
stake to a more positioned framing of the domain and a much more specific framing of their
own stake. As they keep on carrying responsability for the process their position in the planning
process had differentiated into an overarching and a specific part.
From the beginning of the process it was known that fruit farming practices such as irrigation
during summer and raining to avoid frost damage in spring were leading to peak demands of
water. Irrigation of grassland on the other hand is not economically feasible. However in the
first two meetings the waterboard described the water problems of the area mainly in physical
and technical terms. It was not said openly who caused the water shortage. In the course of the 3
meetings the technical problem description was better and better elaborated pointing more and
more to the enlargement of several main watercourses and consequently to selling land. In
meeting 3 the waterboard added to this some “problems at high level”. They worried for the
increasing water demand as the fruit sector in the area is growing. They also made explicit the
different water needs of fruit and cattle farmers and called it an imbalance between parties. And
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finally they raised the question of who had to pay for what they called an “extra-ordinary” water
supply.
Although the conflicting interests of fruit and cattle farmers were expressed earlier by individual
farmers in more informal circumstances, meeting 3 was the first formal setting where this was
brought on the table. Moreover the waterboard asked the advisory group to discuss and argue on
two extreme scenario’s presented as a dilemma about the importance of the fruit sector for the
local community. Herewith a water supply issue was reframed to a fruit sector issue.
The representatives of the farmers organisation reacted differently to the new situation. The
local representative, being a cattle farmer himself, from that moment on confirmed the specific
interest of the cattle farmers. This was done in a rather low profile manner. By questioning the
information given by the waterboard he made the consequences for cattle farmers more visible
in the meeting. Although not begrudging additional water supply for the fruit farmers he was
refusing to pay for it. The provincial representative of the farmers organisation on the other
hand didn’t mention differences between cattle and fruit farmers once. He turned the discussion
to subjects that are global farmers’ interests or to process aspects. By doing so he side-stepped
the proposed dilemma. The representatives of the fruit farmers organisation participated actively
in the discussion of the dilemma trying to show the added value of fruit farming for the region.

7.2.2 Design requirements
7.2.2.1 Dealing with multiple actors
In the simulation, multiple actors having a stake in the management of the water resources will
play a role. Each actor will be represented by 3 to 6 players and dispose of general information
plus specific information for each actor group. These actors will be able to meet internally,
bilaterally and in formal negotiation meetings where only one representative of each actor can
participate.

7.2.2.2 Dealing with multiple frames
Dealing with multiple perspectives or frames about the problem domain will be operationalized
by providing selective information about the situation to each actor group, so as to provide them
with a coherent but limited perspective on the problem domain.
Multiple frames can further be operationalized by providing conflictive scientific evidence
about an aspect of the situation, e.g. in the form of competing reports.

7.2.2.3 Dealing with unpredictable changes
Unpredictable changes will be simulated by feeding the participants with new incoming
information while the simulation is running. These messages can be delivered on a publicly
available message board, or to specific actors only. The message can take the form of news
flashes, incoming reports, information about events (e.g. floods, protests, …).
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7.2.2.4 Taking decisions based on incomplete information
Incomplete information can be operationalized by presenting part of the general and specific
information as more or less certain. This can be done by attaching probabilities to pieces of
information, by presenting multiple possible scenarios (with or without probabilities) or by
specifying ranges rather than exact values for certain parameters.

7.2.2.5 Learning to learn
Learning doesn’t refer to the general learning expected from playing the simulation, but to the
process of learning within the simulated adaptive management process. The simulation can
allow participants to learn from what they are doing at a certain point in the simulation and to
apply the lessons learnt at a next point in of the simulation. Specifically, this can be
operationalized by allowing sufficient simulation time, so that participants are confronted
repeatedly with new incoming information, and thus can improve their ways of dealing with it
or improve the kind of decisions they take so that they are more robust to unpredictable
changes.
Another way to introduce learning in the simulation is to allow the actors in the simulation to
take time for a reflection moment (individually or collectively) that they themselves organize.

7.2.3 Multiple versions
Trial version

Full version

Extended version

Duration

4 hours

1 day

2 days

Simulation time

one meeting 2 hours

4 hours

8 hours

Number of players

6 to 12

18 to 36

18 to 36

Multiple actors

6 actors represented

6 actors represented

6 actors represented

Multiple frames

selective information

selective information

selective information

different maps

different maps
conflicting scientific
evidence

Incomplete
information

probabilistic
information

probabilistic
information

probabilistic
information

scenarios

scenarios

Unpredictable
changes

incoming messages
(plenary)

incoming messages
(plenary + actor
specific)

incoming messages
(plenary + actor
specific)

Learning to learn

limited

multiple management
cycles

multiple management
cycles
reflection moment
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8 CONCLUSIONS ON THE ROLE OF UNCERTAINTY,
AMBIGUITY AND FRAMING IN THE TRANSITION TO
ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT
Integrated and adaptive water management requires dealing with uncertainties. These come in
different kinds: incomplete knowledge (lack of information, unreliability, lack of theoretical
understanding or ignorance), unpredictability (inherently unpredictable system behaviour) and
multiple knowledge frames (different and/or conflicting ways of understanding the system).
This report has looked at all this three knowledge-related aspects of adaptive water
management:
1. Knowing too little: water management when confronted with limited knowledge
2. Accepting not to know: water management when confronted with unpredictability
3. Knowing too differently: water management when confronted with multiple frames
This deliverable approaches these issues in several ways:
1. Through theoretically reconceptualising uncertainty
2. Through assessing these issues in water management practice in several case studies
3. Through an in-depth study of framing processes in a interactive water planning process
4. Through developing the design requirements of a behavioural simulation on these issues

S Towards a relational concept of uncertainty: Incorporating the human dimension
The report started with a paper that broadens our understanding of uncertainty, reconceptualises
uncertainty as a relational phenomenon and adds ambiguity, or the encounter of different but
valid frames of reference, as a new kind of uncertainty. This results in a new typology of
uncertainty (the Uncertainty Matrix), distinguishing three different natures of uncertainty
(incomplete knowledge, unpredictability and multiple knowledge frames) and three different
objects of uncertainty (the natural, technical and social system).
While unpredictability and lack of knowledge have been the focus of most of the discussion in
the uncertainty literature, here we incorporate multiple knowledge frames, as a different
knowledge relationship, to capture the multiple ways of understanding or interpreting a system.
While frames can be seen as devices through which people make sense of reality, considering
the ambiguity that results from having more than one valid view serves to put the problem and
its analysis into perspective. In this way, how a problem is interpreted, what and who are
included or excluded from its definition, what aspects of the problem are the most relevant to
consider, become relative to the frame through which a problem is presented.
The types of uncertainty define a knowledge relationship between knowledgeable actors and a
phenomenon. This knowledge relationship implies a specific understanding of the nature of the
situation, and this understanding will suggest certain strategies to deal with the uncertainty and
not others. When a decision-maker understands the uncertainty in a situation as inherent
unpredictability, he or she accepts not to know and will probably not opt for strategies that
involve the improvement of predictive models, but rather for strategies that aim at managing the
system with its irreducible uncertainties. When a decision-maker understands the uncertainty in
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a situation as incomplete knowledge or knowing too little, efforts are probably going to be
directed to remedying the deficiencies in the available knowledge, by gathering more
information or doing or contracting more research. When a decision-maker understands the
uncertainty in a situation as multiple knowledge frames, strategies addressing the relation
between these multiple frames and actors are likely to be adopted in order to deal with the
situation of knowing too differently. In this sense, each knowledge relation suggests a range of
relevant strategies to deal with the uncertainty.

S

Uncertainty dialogues and workshop on the role of uncertainties in water
management: connecting theory and practice
We reported on the process and results of organizing ‘uncertainty dialogues’ and an ‘uncertainty
workshop’. The uncertainty dialogues, organized in three different NeWater case studies (Rhine,
Guadiana and Elbe), brought together scientists and water managers for a discussion on the
uncertainties water managers experience in their daily work, using the Uncertainty Matrix. This
resulted in the identification of uncertainty situations in the different case studies.
Representative uncertainty situations, covering the nine categories of the Uncertainty Matrix,
were summarized as vignettes and were used as a basis for reflecting on action strategies in a
workshop on uncertainty with NeWater researchers.
The objective of the uncertainty dialogues was to identify the stakeholder needs and challenges
concerning uncertainty in water management. The dialogues showed that the stakeholders well
recognize the scientists’ categories and that they are able to apply the uncertainty matrix to their
daily work.
Stakeholders appear to have a particular repertoire of action options for dealing with uncertainty
(e.g. controlling, reducing, …). People’s action repertoire appears to be linked to their
professional background. Stakeholders with a technical background trust they will benefit from
these technical developments but don’t feel comfortable in situations of multiple views and
interpretations. On the other hand we met stakeholders with a social science background who
said they became used to political uncertainty but were very challenged by technical
uncertainties.
As the categorisation of uncertainty situations is indicative for dealing with them it could be an
important step forward to picture the potential action repertoire and to use this behavioral
framework in training situations, mapping where people are and where they like to be. A change
in the actor’s way of responding to the uncertainty implies a reframing of the uncertainty
(situation).

S Assessing framing of uncertainties in water management practice
Introducing new strategies for dealing with uncertainties requires an understanding of how
water managers understand and portray these uncertainties. The paper in this section identified
important parameters of how uncertainties get framed in water management practice, based on
the data gathered in the uncertainty dialogues.
With regard to the Uncertainty Matrix (UM) that was used in the dialogues to elicit uncertainty
situations from the stakeholders, we can conclude that (1) participants of the U Dialogues could
relate easily to the UM; (2) the UM offered a new and more structured way of thinking
regarding uncertainties in water management; (3) the allocation of uncertainty examples to
different cells of the UM gives a broad indication how the uncertainty gets framed; and (4) the
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approach of using the UM as a tool for assessing framings of uncertainty is not entirely open
because it directs the attention to the categories and examples used in the UM.
The elicited uncertainties were framed in various ways, important parameters being: urgency of
the uncertainty, responsibility for the uncertainty, positioning towards the uncertainty and
trustworthiness of the information and actors involved. The identified framing parameters
highlight the relation of a person towards an uncertainty situation, and can be regarded as an
extension to the UM.
Assessing framing of uncertainties allows for more explicit and structured dealing with
uncertainties and, in multi-actor constellations, enables reframing and negotiation among
participants.

S The differentiation of issues and stakes: framing and reframing in an interactive
water area planning process
The paper in this section analyzed how changes appear in the way stakeholders frame and
reframe the issues and their stake in a water area planning process. From a discursive
perspective and focusing on what happens in the interaction between stakeholders, three aspects
of change were observed: the differentiation of issue framing and stake of the convener, the
internal differentiation of issue framing and stake of one interest party, and changes in the mode
of interaction.
In order to reach an integrated agreement it is important to allow the issue framing to become
more differentiated and with more potential for reframing. We can conclude that (1) the
interactional process of framing the issues in the problem domain is affected by the level of
participation and interaction achieved in a stakeholder meeting, (2) the latter is enabled by the
way the stakeholder meeting is structured.
For governmental organizations who derive convening power from their statutory authority but
are a stakeholder in the problem domain as well, the convener role may become a pitfall as the
required neutrality in the problem domain doesn’t allow the convener to defend or express
specific interests. From what we observed in the Kromme Rijn case the differentiation of the
waterboard’s position - moving away from an overarching position above the process and
formulating a specific stake in the problem domain - was an important step in the decisionmaking process. In addition to this they continued acting as a convener and in this way
safeguarded the overall commitment to reach an agreement. This difficult combination of both
roles, convener and interest party, was made feasible by separating the roles over different
persons.
Together with the differentiation of the waterboard’s position the way they framed the problem
domain and the issues in it became more diverse. This in turn led to a differentiation within the
farmers’ stakeholder group, allowing the different stakes of cattle and fruit farmers to be
included in the discussion.
Issue and stake differentiations went together with changes in interaction. Different modes of
interaction coincided with different framing processes. We distinguished between frame selling,
frame filling and frame negotiation, only the latter being helpful for issue and stake
differentiations to be discussed openly. Multidirectional exchange appears to be one of the
conditions for frame negotiation. However frame negotiation is a demanding process and to
reach the quality of communication that is needed it is a real challenge to create the necessary
safety and possibilities for effective communication.
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S Simulation
We outlined the design requirements for a multi-actor behavioural simulation of adaptive
management processes, focusing on the following phenomena:
-

dealing with multiple actors having a stake in the management of the water resources

-

dealing with multiple perspectives or frames about the problem domain

-

dealing with unpredictable changes that affect the management process

-

taking decisions based on incomplete information

-

learning about the situation and about other actors as the management process evolves

As design requirements for a behavioral simulation on adaptive management, we suggest a
simulation with multiple versions and the following features:

Trial version

Full version

Extended version

Duration

4 hours

1 day

2 days

Simulation time

one meeting 2 hours

4 hours

8 hours

Number of players

6 to 12

18 to 36

18 to 36

Multiple actors

6 actors represented

6 actors represented

6 actors represented

Multiple frames

selective information

selective information

selective information

different maps

different maps
conflicting scientific
evidence

Incomplete
information

probabilistic
information

probabilistic
information

probabilistic
information

scenarios

scenarios

Unpredictable
changes

incoming messages
(plenary)

incoming messages
(plenary + actor
specific)

incoming messages
(plenary + actor
specific)

Learning to learn

limited

multiple management
cycles

multiple management
cycles
reflection moment

S Recommendations
− When assessing uncertainties in water management situations, a more complete
understanding can be achieved by considering all kinds of uncertainty: incomplete
knowledge, inherent unpredictability and multiple knowledge frames. This requires
consideration for how actors relate to the issue and to each other.
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− Introducing new strategies for dealing with uncertainties requires an understanding of how
water managers frame these uncertainties. This can be assessed by the method developed in
Section 5.
− Before initiating an interactive decision-making process governmental organisations need to
reflect on their own stake and position in the problem domain. The roles of convener and
interested party need to be distinguished, within persons, between persons or with the help of
an external facilitator.
− The initiative of one stakeholder to frame more clearly its stake in the problem domain can
stimulate other to do so as well. This has the potential to differentiate the ongoing discussion
and to ensure that all the necessary elements for an integrative solution are available.
− Design choices in an stakeholder process will support different modes of interaction, ranging
from unilateral to multidirectional communication, and different framing processes. Frame
selling (convincing others of your own perspective) or frame filling (gathering information
to fill in gaps within your own perspective) are not sufficient for achieving collaboration.
Frame negotiation as a multidirectional learning and negotiation process is needed for
collaboration and demands a less structured format for conversation.
− Don’t take the representative position of the participants in a stakeholder process for granted.
Limited or abstract contributions by a participant may signal internal conflicts among the
constituency. Unless you find a way to bring these issues to the table in a formal setting,
they will continue influencing the process in obscure ways.
− Dealing with the different kinds of uncertainties can be improved by learning tools such as
behavioural simulations.
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